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It is recognized that the 8-.50 plnt o?erations are far fromstaudard.ised and therefore any manual will require continualrevision to keer it up to date. Jen during the perioL ofwriting this first edition0 many changes occurred and wareincorlorated in the manual. Such reriltans could delay in-.definitely the isiuanee of the mánua.l and it was felt that inits present form t could be useful hI the training of new plantpersonel. The uncersigned was engaged in extensive editing ofthe manual when it became apparent that all the revisions hewould like to maku would delay unduly even the tesiing of thisfirst edition. I’. is therefore released at this tine solelTfor use in connection with the training program.

Barnatt?, Dodge
Technical Director
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AUJL OF OZRPTION$

TR )EROLEVE OR1ORATION

Section A. Geeal Iziforznatjon

1. The urpose of the cj

The specific purpose of the process employed by the
Jeroleve Corporation in the plant at Oak Ridge, ?.nnessee, 2s one
of secret information and cannot be released here. It can be
stated, however, that the plant operation involves the processing
of a chemical substance. This substance is not identified in the
plant or in the proces. but ie referred to only as Rmateria1. Ti.
code designation i C.6i6. The process in general involves the
separation of the rar material into constituents with more deeir
able properties. It is not aecessary to know t1e name of the
material nor the exact nature of the process in order to carry out
the operations so this information will not be given in this
Manual.

The problem involved is to transport the material from
the container in which it is received by the plant into the
equipment set..up in the plant for carrying out the oper.t ion,
to remove the various product from the jrocees equipment and. to
do other auxiliary operations,.

2. The i.an of ibe irocess B4ldin

Th $..50 Area consists of one principal building, called
the process building wtb the following subsidiary building.:

(1) 1ump Rouse
(2) Water Treatment Biilding
(3) Lower House
(Li) Laboratory NOb 1
(5) Laboratory No. 2
(6) Ferelere Administration Office
(7) Warehouse, Maint:.nanoe and Machine Shop
(8) Time Office and Cefeteria
(9) Change Rouse
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The process building contains 21 identical operating
units called racks. Therefore, if one has an understanding of
the function and operation of one of these racks with its
auxiliary equipment, he viii undersiand the whole operation of
all of them, These 21 rack are arranged in groups of 7 which
are designated by the term sections. Each of the sections is
supplied with steam by a main steam line referred to as S11,
S1—2, and S1..3. The sections are numbered according to this
designation. Thus racks 1-7 are supplied by S3, racks —14 are
supplied by c.2 and racks 15..21 are supplied by SLI. The
sections are identical in operation but are morOly arranged in
this manner to simplify the distribution of steam to the racks.
Th floor plan of the process building is shown in Dug. 9i.

For each 2 racks ihere is a tranfor room located on the
first lerel above the floor along the west side of the building,
Since there is an odd number of racks, rack 21 is served by one
tresfer room, This rack io considered to be an experimental
rack; it and its tran’fer and control rooms are under the direction
of the Technical Division,

Fcr each pair of :acks there is also one control room,
making a total of U coutro. roome. Those rooms are located
next to the transfer rooms on the mezzanine level.

The preeses build:ng consists then primarily of these
racks, control and transfer rooms with the rest of the equipment
being used to supply stevm, water and. air to the systems. These
systems will he described in detail in other parts of this section.

3. kian

Each of the racks in the process building consists of 102
columns arranged in rows of 51 columns each. Each of the columns
is similar, in that itconssts of concentric pipes through which is
paaed steam, material and vater, The material is passed into the
second of the three concentric pipes. Thus, the material has steam
on one aide of it in the center pipe and water on the outside in
the outer pipe.

The material channels of the columns are then connected
together with small diameter nicks]. tubing at the bottoms so that the
oolnmns are essentially a series of standpipes in a line. The material
is passed from the scale tanks in the transfer room into the rack through
nickel tubes called conduits encased by a steam jacket • The storage
tais are located on the second level in the transfer rooms. Zn the
transfer room also are located the shipping tanks In which the material
is brought into the plant and in which it is remo,ed.
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‘he operatSw ixwth’t a the plant S•
enu of cIrcuie.ttng the procei r r&;’d froi

ta : n c1 e t?.leff’ ‘ t ci e
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oe of cever.l roduet with&rawa mothcda SSter a ceflain period
of ttme ft which the material Ic clrculrhaea i$4oig the bottom oS the
coimnac aiLd materIal ‘taken from the top of tie a tunin; the
tank ft eniztied of dsaleten. natarial while the aacd: in connected to
a new coals tank &o that the trocccs in the c:lnwji In eontInIns.0

Circiotkoj. Rhe rtuaS reoec tIeø eLc:e In t$e ectur.
Ii not deten&ezi; On the circ J.ction a 1’ t ha mftertal through thu bet, Inc
cc tLat;himaa ttciayer. ;t. C trh ia V47;ita3’ tJut ta2 hi rnntortal
b? i:oredv.cee into thu coIanac OX’ t u pze rsa n euuiaa t a ntan’J tiII
a fair2y Ehort uhIlt Cer.iyaea1h!.y. ene ott he ma et tyrteat factorn
La the mal cr treatnaet ? :I of ala aj. tI ai cVatt71t
coat N.rn fice t: “ nç c J IT,. C
back into the coals tank IS a it yr?, fta’ ray. .aatsnani tin
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C at aa’ let
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I ui r;i ‘y a —

kaau ge of the u.anpa;ui o al ao ftntt. 1: a):
efficIent Ilant oparacion: :aneo thia to .!woE: ifeametion Ic given
to feellitat a an unheratanding of the plaut yrousecarea and taei’eiquec

atert,., i.hg prinary material ‘onnh in thIn procuon at at at :11
bsxore goec by code c Cif atlore L616C it s uent.y callen proeou
flui& or ratarInl ¶ttrortout tho rlait cmi. an thin maureal th term
tatarta7 altssau rE ura ta t:h.a y4 cular a Datmoc, az fallteñ:r

a 5. a.: ci ma :1-a :;tcaal ‘1-, :;t;: La:l a’ te ante

a Ft4Icalta,e0 The uateria). ii a uhite e; e?aihine solid
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1,ncr jtict in rtete x a a_.m1a± a1
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b. he material sub1tmi& (ohange directly fromthe eoll4 to th gaeoie ate) t 4°D, a OIIC 5U2C.Thu if a %ub is caei and the material exposeU to the tmohere it will aorize. If the tube is heated with the ca on
BO as to d.evelo rossnre it viii melt at 614.°C under a ree3ureof one and onehalf atmoeeres. Under th operatir reosur€used in the ro,eeu, it me.Lts at about 70°C, Theefore all pointSin the rocss ystem rist be maintained at tem;eratures highorthan 700O so t3at lug of solidified. material will not be formo,

o, The material hasa oritio’l t rraturc of about 23200. and a critical pressure ofap’ximateiy 700 p.s.i. he operating tempe’ature of tho procefluid in the comns lies between 27000. on the hot side and 00C.on the cold sidc;however, because of the h.igI operating preosvIee 1500.e,i., there i no separation of the procees fluid into two statosthe gaseous and liquid states, On th hot side the density of thematerial is more like that of a liquid than gasp yet it compresibl.ity iB much greater than that o a perfect gan, On the cold nide, onthe other hand, both the densiit;r and co esibility are characteristicof the liquid states jrocei fluid, therefore, can be ‘tua1isdon the cold side o the column ac being a liqu2.d wbih radusl1y andimperceptibly on some of the properties of gases as the hot wallis aproached hu which never tearates into two phae or states anwhere in the eyete a long aS the high pressure of 1500 p,si ismaintained.

The oe.ese fluid in the scale tank ie kept normally at toai.eraturea above the critical temperturs (the critical temperature iscommonly ô.efiaec. as the rerature above which it to impossible toliquefy a gas regardless of the pressure); under thin condition and thecondition of bi€:h pressure t will expand rapidly when the pressureis suddenly released, and is to b regarded, therefore, as a gas underhigh pressure. When the temerature of the scale tank is rsdusdbelow the critical teerature, there will be no con1onoat1on of thematsrial to the liquid utate or separation of the material into a liquidand gaseous phase because of the high operati,ig pressure, In otherwords, below the critical temperature no vapor of the liquid can existsbecause the high preosure would immediately comrss It to the liquidstate. The process fluid in the circulating ystom is a1wa’ keptat pressures above the critical p:es3ure (t1w critcal prees’Q canbo houht of ac tho ocre of the liquid.)

d, Lo yh Watar Th, material reac’bs rapidly with water to. hrd ycfl, uovolati?.e eoUd, or this reason it isw extrmiely important to prevemt water and air from coining into contactwith process msteial. i’tunatel,y, the hyclro1rsin product is verysoluble in water which makes it eanily raoved from short link linesand email equipment.
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Water uat be kept out of the process syete at all costs
an snal1 amount ‘,f ator will react with the ;rocess fluid rcdueing
pligs or lurpn of eclid matter which quickly plig u the nairow diameter
lixk :Linos nd titn thus completely utoping cironlation. tbis is the
reaori why elaborate precautione are teken to dry completely all eqiip
mant before intozd.ucing material into it. Th, material will also react
with the moisture in the air producing a characteristic dense unually
white fog and smoke. This smoke is usually evidence of a leak in the
syem an very small leaks produos great itien of smoke. he smoke
will be noticed ccc ionaiiy when operators are taking amplse from the
colxnns. Since air contains moisture, solid material in cooled tits
should be exposed to the air tho minimum time necessary in changing
link lines or taking samples0

so Inflammabili he material is non.inflanmable. !.t will
impart a yellow color to a ae flames bovover, this property in us
ful in tenting for leaknD 4e yellow color results from the heating
of solid smoke particles to incandeoenme.

f. In addition to Its affinity for water the
process fluid reactS with organic compounds; heice oil and grease should
not be allowed to come into contact with the fluid; otherwise the
circulating system will ping an mentioned above in the cane of uater0
All columns, ganges and link lines are cleaned with a grease solvent
before use and Thcanm pumps, which contain oil, are protected from
matsrt4 fumes by dry ion and charcoal traps.

g Reac withJals.. The material will react with most InetainD
Nicte1 in the mcet satisfactory from a corrosion standpoint aM for
this reason most of the equipment in the plant is made of pore nickel0
Oo;[er is also fairly good and is used, 11he high pressure material
gauges used in the plant are made in part of beryili copper nUoy
Steel shouli. be avoided since its corrosion by the process fluid is
relatively raid0

h. Th. material ii a very stable compound. It can be kept
for long periods at high terneraturee in contact with nickel without
decomposition0

i Pjty Th” density of solid material is g/ac.(292 lbs/cu ft.)
at its melting point., The liquid at the melting ;o2nt has a density of
3.7 g/oo. Thue there is a volume increase of 3 in going from the solid
to the liquid state, a charge in volume which is abnormally high. hin
fact must be rememberad since it has an izortant bearing on marg.’ operations.

if one has a tubs full of io1id material and wishes to thaw tho
material with a burner, the tube would have to be uncapped on one end and
heated very slowly at the uncaped end so that the material as it melts
would have sufficient volume to expand into without creating excessive
pressures, If it is being heated with steam, the heating must be begun
by starting very slowly with warm water, making sure that the material is
free to expand In both directions. ?ailure to observe these precautions
has caused some serious acoidents in the plant. There are other important
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ap1ications of this dcnsity ropery ich are diauueed in aiother
secUon.

j. The va1or presere of tha matrial at room
temeratiire is about 100 mm of mercy ihih LIsins th ability
of the material to fume in air. It incste to 760 um at 5lC

k. he iiateria1 te oieonoue but doet not have a high
ticiy0 A1thouJx the aeial iteelf or its vapors qiiiokly
produce stn burns, cco’s juan ities of satev promptly applied to
exposed arss can make this haard negligible. t4atorial vapors
or the emoice produced b reaction of the material in the viosture
eheuld not be inhaled; otherwi0 lung irritation rar be roduoed0

A the equipment hac been designed and built to withstand.
the normal operating conditiona of t n;eratnre and eeeue0 there
is little hazard in iorkin about the rneks. 1n the tiansfer room
the operators0 hoiover0 havo to work store careully and take greater
p’recauUone bec.ues of the .at1vel7 large vo.ume of highly
comrcssed process gas in the se&Le taiko0 aierial hasards in
trnefer rooms aie only ihn the ‘eigh o m.tez’ial in each task
risee above 20 poun

l 1t has been mentioned above that the material is very
oorrosi Thi@ is one reason uh metal valve are not used for the
control of the material in th sto )evelopmeut wo on the valved
however0 ie being earned outs In the present system valves are formed
by fin the proceo fluid t the desrsd points tims forming a plug
of eolji. matera, This ‘eeing i accorilished by the use of dry iee
at somo points and by cooling water flo;ing through ipee eldered to
th nickel lines at others0

m. sure-i. otpr’ O 1h ma1 erial behaves qit te
like other gases in thse re1stionthips. he gas demonstrates
essentially the same abnormalities existing in other heavy gases partic-
ularly near the critical point0 Thus in this ‘egion there are large
volne changes for very slIght changes in res;ure at coneten* teper.
ature0 Attached te a set of cnrve illuetrating the pesure-temperaure
relations at several constant voluriies A modtied form of this ahart is
in all of the transfer rooms for ready referene in working with the
material, Dwg 9.3 shows the relationship beWeen steam reseure on the
scale tank and the material pr esure dve1opsd in an average size ecal
tank of 77 litere volume,
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The vapor pressmre of the pure solid. increases uniformlywith temierature up to ite melting point at 6°C. and. the liquidexerts an increasing vapor preasure at the temperature ncreasesAt 232°C in a dozed system the pressure will be about 100 ouizds
per square inch. Above that terature. the entire system becomesa single fluid. state and. a further rise in tenierature merely
increases the pressure of tho syom roughly in conformity withCharles’ lav 1 the ‘volume of the original system is not svffioicntto accommodate all of the fluid as it melts, t)e container may fillentirely with liquid due to the 350 expansion on molting0 In thiscase0 incraae of temperature cruses further Uqud expansion andan increase of pressure far greater than that due only to the vaporpressure of the material,

Property of expansibility and rapid change of volume withpressure has a iirect bearing on plant operations. The material ischarged. to a tank on a scales in weighed amounts and heated with steam ofvarying preesurs up to 1000 p.e.t4 If the container is fi11d with1120 pounds of material, the pressure will reach the neighborhood. of2500 pour’ds per square inch when thr tank s heated with 1000 poundspressure of sten. This corresponds to a temperature of steam of 511.5°O
Zf however, adciUional material s put in the scale tank, the preamil’ecan rise to innoh high values when heated. with 1000 pounds steam.Pressures greater than 20O pounds per square inch are not coneiderd
in the range of cafe operating pressures. The data for materialpos3urs me a function of weight s and temperature are given in theeotion on the ransfer Room,

ri. is oh_4i, Another mat eral used in the process
buildtn is idantif led. by the name fresh alr#l which has the code
designaion C-.216. I j need in the conditioning process in whichequipment is maie ready for use but it is not actually used in the
process.

fresh air is sup.1ied to the plant in large nickel cylinders
at a pressure of about 4C) pound-s per square inoh. It has a very
distinctive and enetrating odor and can be detected- in small amounts.Th, crllnders are painted grey with yellow bands. There are three
cylinders storing the fresh air placed outside of the process buildingon the west dde. The gas is piped. in through copper tubing to the
various tranefe’ rooms from which it can be distributed further.

fresh air is very active chemically, rore so ven than theprocess material, It will combine with practically all materials vigor.ously. Consequ(sntly, it is necessary to eliminate all leaks in the
fresh air piping; system, Lak can be tested fox’ by holding a burnerthrough whieh illuminating gas is flowing but which is not ignited nearthe point in quostion. Evon a small leek will usually cause the burner
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to izit cOntaiioousl. A ial1 leak will also cause a lihteci burner
flame t, aear blu hiolet i color. Also, since tho ge.r is an acie
cising sont, s.Odie parer can be uzd. ai a test. Ixother
te* is erforned b brimin an aqeou eolution of oiitui hrcxi(ø

tho vic!.itr of tt’ f’e ai ie eex olciü
of white moks will d.selop

resh air jroducee oorrouive burne on the ie best
reme&y is to apply large quantities of water, It will also affect
the reapirato7 yetem but i ivee definite warning of its presence
b its odor. 3ecauue it reaos with watet, oS.1 or oi&e surface
fi3s.s and. boauee it forms an inert corrosion resisting filu on the
surface of uIckel, it is used to pre—teet or aond.ition uquiprneut
before introduction of. the p’ooeas maerial.

5. Thu lan oJp

The water sti rav be divided into three separate syterne:
ii) Ciro’1atLng water for coinmns (2) ?reee..off water for tnter
colinn connectors aM (3) Gland. water for de erheater pmps.

Cirla9ig water is supplied to
the jacketS of afl columns at a t erattre of about 15O07 In reznov..
in heat from the columw, its teeiperatme ries t• about 16007, A
oont.nuou supply of this water with accurate empewature control is
absolutely essenUal to the ooration of the plant.

PO aCf10 c ifil puuzpe with a capacity of 10,000 g0p.a.
each are o1ded i’or each rank. They are arringed in groups of four
umpe, located, between each ei f rad.cs end arranged w h menif’ld.
syes, so that the puipe can be interchanged between racks in case of
breakdown. These ups disctharge iito a common header which in turn
delivers water throtb a rubber hose conasotor to the bottom of the
water jacket on the column. e discharge wator from the column jackets
passes through rubber hose con ectors to a diech e header and then
returns to the suction aide of the circulating pump. At the high point
in the discharge line from each column a email rent line is connected
which connects into a common header for the rao and then vents through
the roof of the building. The pressure on the oucflon side of these
pumps is normally about 25 p.s.i. and on the diucharge side about 30 p.s.i.

Sinco the temperature in a closed circulating system would.
soon exceed. the required upper limit of 16007. it is necessary to add cold.
mkeup water continouuly. This make-up water is supplied. by the rtzmp
house which contains five iaoifI.e vertical ume with a ca.aoity of
15,000 g.p.m. each. ho water supply for the pomp house is in turn supplied
by rower house pumps w4ch take raw water from the river and. deliver to
a imp at the pump house. This supply is so dusted tbt excess water is
continuously flowing over a welt on the outside of the pump house, Udt
these conditions, the sump contains about 2906 Lest of water, which should.
be sufficient for approximately 110 minutes optation, at full capacity
in case of water failure, Cknastant watch must ho kept over the water mpp1y.
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Th. discharge from the 15,000 g.p.m. vertical pumps goes into a
header which passes underground to the process build tng and then branchesoff to the individual racks. The raw make—up water feeds through a controlvalve on the suction side of the circulating water system This controlvalve is operated by a temperature recorder aid controller Just outside
the transfer room. The controller is set to maintain a temperature in the
suction side of the circulating water system of 150SF, If the temperaturerises, the valve opens and admits more make..np water. If the temperaturedrope, the valve closes. r.s.ure of the e-lrp water is usually between6oo pounds. Sjnø. make.up water is added continuously, it is necessary
to rent water from the system continuously. A line branches off the die.
charge header at the top of the racks on the east side of the building and
oonducts the water to the swer.

The ho.. connecting individual columns to the inlet and outlet
headers have cused. trouble in the past by slipping off the pipe during
service. Since it is imperative to keep water in the circulating system
at aU costs, a special operating procedure is included in another section
to cover this emergency. In general, it cousisto in adjusting the tempera—
tore controller so that the make-up water valve e wide open, thus supplying
adequate water to the reck in spite of the leak at the hose connector.
After this, the steam is shut off and after the rack has cooled down the
circulating pumps are shut off and. the faulty hose replaced. If the rack
contains material, the columns should be frozen off at the bottom of the
rack befor, lowering the water temperature.

If the supply of make-up water fails, lhe circulating water will
heat up to the boiling toint in about two or three minutes and. VU]. turn
completely into steam if service is not resumed, In the colins there
are several silver.sold.ered. joints in the copper tube, These joints are
miseeptible to failure due to annealing of the work hardened Joint when
heated by the 1000 pound steam which flows through the inner nickel pipe
and. when subjected to process pressure •f 1500 p.s.i. A150 the copjertube itself will anneal and being under stress due to difforential
expansion of the two metals, may fail.

A schematic diagram of the circulating water system is shown
in Dwg. 9J4.

Frseme..eff Waler Water for t”e circulating system is
river water treated with Calgon, River water itself is not satisfactory
for use as freese—off water since it contains sediment which would plug
up the small valves and small diameter copper pipes soldered to the inter..
column connectors. Consequently, a separate water system is used,
Water is pumped from a well to the water treatment plant where it is given
a coagulation and settling treatment. This wel]. water is considered to
be better than the raw river water for this purpese. The water is then
pumped to a supply heager at the top of the process building which provi:Les
a constant head for the freese-off water lines. The header is closed so
that a pressure at the bottom of the rack is developed of about $0 pounds
per square inch by means of an air pump. An auxiliary suply controlled
by a float valve is avai1abe so that if the well water supply fails, the
head can be maintained by the automatic introduction of city water into
the system, It is imperatie that freeze—off water be available at all
times0
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Tb. sa1y of water to tr . freeze-off header is ad3usted so
that there is a conetant overflow, Branches from this header lead
to the individual racks, where the again divide into a suly for
th• top and bottom of the rack. T;ree of the four water headers can
be controlled by a solenoid valve, operated. by a timer or tog].e
switches located in the control rcm, The solenoid control is provided
in connection with the automatic rnmoval of product. The water lines
may be operated by manually controlled valves on the rack. The water,
after passing tirough the eoper freeze-off lines goes to the sever,

tej for Desurheater 1’wus Gland water is required. in
connection with the operation of the desuperheater pumps which are
described under the section on the steam system, I was originally
intended to take water from the water treatment plant and. pass it through
kermutit filtration tanks before supplying to the small gland pwsps
which would in turn pump water to the glands of the desuperbeater pumps,
The lermutit tanks are the tanks located. in the southwest corner of the
process building. The system nov in use, however, takes condensate
from the 3.0w prassure steam and uses it as the gland water in the large pumps.This water then flows to a tank directly above th dQrlperheattng pumps
where it fl.ashes into steam, which is used. as the low pressure heating
steam n the process building.

6. an of thatsan S.vstan

Steam is supplied. to the process building from the power
house through t3ree l0 lines. Eh line serves 7 racks and these 7 racksform a section, The steam comes from the power houe3 at about 1325 pounds
per square inch end 935°1. It is the duty of the steam and power depart..
ment to control the desuperheating of this steam to our process requirement

j 5145O The pressure must also be reduced to 1000 p.s.i. as tb&s
is approximately the saturtioa pressure of water at 5150?,

Desuhepjg, Deeuperheating is accomplished by the injection of
water condensate from the low p.s.i steam used in the columns into the steam
at four different nozzles. One nozzle is located Just outside the process
building, one just inside the building in the south end and one along the
west wall near Rack 21. These three nozzles are controlled by one controller
on the steam control board and constitute the initial desuperheating system
stags. The fourth nozzle, which is located Just beyond the steam control
board, constitutes the final desuperheater.

Water for the desuperheaUng is injected into the steam from threedesuperheater pumps located at the south end of the building. These pumps
mipply the condensate for injection at a pressure in the neighborhood of
1500 pounds per square inch,
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I aze room epeator should be ble to detect. quicklyabnorial flows f matirial from the scale tank to th6 rack by mans
of his scale readins,. ke can onfirm the condition of excessive
condensate t the colomns by consulting the circulating water pera.
ture eoorder l’cated outside the transfer room Normally the tem.era.ture differential on this reoorder is aboui ZOCT. if the columns .re
filiei with ccndenmate heat transfer drops of:V and the temera%ure
differentai deoreasee. if this is the oases the operator should
notify hie ‘ack foreman who will arrange to drain the condensate from the

very elow1.y periittirag material to flor bsc slowly into thescale tanks. Thzrtug thir period the operator should make sure that the
colttmns are not iolated fron the transfer room by means of fzo.off
connetions. i the testi ratre differential has not decreased and jr
the ea1e readings oa the icale tank contirEtle to drop off rapidly, an
internal leak in the ayetem has probably o”c rod., Zn this case theTrans:?er ao should be teolated from the rack by Sr sizg off.,

up to 1000 preure is also used, for heatingrpoes in the coils of the scale tanI in the transfer room. Sj05
L neceeerry to hare an accurate control o± this steam pestrnre

each tank is equi.ed vith an air-loaded reducing velve. o increasethe steam tare up to a re iued value sad to mainti.in it
automatically a this praseure, it is merely nec eavy to set the airpreesuro in tne valve at the desired. value. ttir at 1000 pounds ;res8treis available So this purpose, it is supplied from a small compressorlocated i, ccuto1 No, 11

i’is.ns of the h± pressure steam systems and cendensate
are vsn in Dwg 3.5 eM Dw,

Three cific desuperheater
psms are provided for injection of water into the superheated nteam
one for each S,,k, 1ihe Ihae pmps are igned to take the b1.
pressure cc eniate fror the raocs and use a portiun of 1. t as injectionwater0 returuin the surplus to “.h power house, Inst e4 of packing
the glands on ti.ese pumi. a, the leakage through the gland is sealed.by pumping cold water into it,

‘he fleshing high pressure condensate a ii leaks past thegland into a. lo pressure area, lus the cold g1id wate; produces125 pound steam. Sinc® this itea contains droplets of waters aseparator has been intal1ed over the desuperheated pum e to removethis moisture, he 125 pouz4 stea is then used to heat ducts in thetransfer room and at the top and bottom of each rack, .àfter beingdischarged by a trap, the condeneate from the 125 pound system iscollected in the condensate acmp tank in the south end of the building and.tmped back to the power house.

A. 12=.
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Coyen0 A4 present many of the traps on the 125 pouMsystem as well es on the hii presnre system are not operating correctlyso i.t is necessary occasionally and briefly to by—pass the traps 1hse
traps should. be by—passed for the tinimom time r.ired to have themtneced and repaired by the Mair enance Departments Oince frequentlycondena.ts is lost when traps ars y—psesed. ihe iOtance of preriervingall condensate applies equally t fl other operatione as the plant wasdesigned to return essentially eU of the condensate to the power house.Efficient operation of the power ho’ee is dependent upon this fact4

5# Ste. 1.25 pouM steam is also used to heat the high ternpera.ture side of the couveotor loops. lart of the 125 paund steam is eduoedto 5 pounds per square inch pressure and. used. to heat the low pressureconvector pipes and the conduits loading from the transfer room to theracks. Coradensete from the 5 pound system is coileted with the 125 poundsteam condensate,

Air 2. s eulied. to the plant a two different ressures, namely(i) pressure air auppliad e a ssure of thout 100 pounds per squareinch, and (2) high pressure air at a pressure of 1000 pounds

The Low pressure air Lu supplied by a largeGardner,Denver compressor iocate2. in the southeast corner of the mainbuilding. There is also an emereaey Ingersoll..Rand compressor locatedin control room hi along with the high pressure compressors. The lowpressure oompreoora are both connected to the low pressure header whichrane along the top of the east id of the main building. Th air whichi.e first tilterod. at the top of Back 21 passes by a mercoid. awitoh whichis connected to the alarm drops in the control rooms. if the pressure
drops below 70 pounds per square inch, the signal is 4ven in the c”ntrolroom.

The main header runs the length of the building on the sat
side of the plent with sectionalising valves located between racks Noend No.8 and between racks No.114 and. NO.15, There are outlet valves foreach rack running to the four air pipes on each rack. Zn some of theseracks the air has been supplmed by steam but the valves are turnedoff manually at the header on these racks. At the north end of thebuilding the 1ie runs across to the west side of the building to thetransfer room hozder,

At the end of th building where the numbering of racks beginsis located the transfer room header valve. Th. line then returns alongthe mezzanine level withtbua.. lines with valves leading to each pair ofracks, Another sectioning valve is located between transfer roomsIco,7 and. No.8, Air is supplied to the laboratories from a line locatedbetween transfer rooms No.3 and Nø,14. Also located near Rack No.1 iian air line to a low pressure steam reducer which furnishes low pressuresteam to the plant,



Of t1e two lines per rack )fl the transfer room header, one ?tnesup]1ies air to the tuerature cont ollex, located on the meszaaine level,which controls the make water va) is and the other line passes to theSwartwout Float Control valve which egulates the condensate level.

0e cither use of the low eesux’e air is to reduce the 125 poundetean to a variable steam pressure i the transfer room for heating thetr.nefox’ pots in tranoferring materl l from the ehtping container to theecal teak,

The air is quite important in theconunuity of 1roduot ion in the plant. The automatic air-o;erated valvesare all spring openin air closing type valves. In this oonnobion, itis interesting to note that air failure would affect the plant in thefollowing ways

The deauperheating water regulators would open and floodthe steam lines which would result in a steam hammer,

(2) The temperature contz’oller on the circulating water inletwould open and. coal down ant’ racks operating.

(3) The valve reducing the steam pz’essure to 125 p. s.iwould open allowing steam at 1000 pounds preseure toflow into the low pressure steam system,

() he condensate return valves would open and blowsteam back to the power house,

Th :Lout of the lOw pressure air sratem is given in9,7 and

erSstm. The high preseur a air is suppU ad.by one of two Worthington compressors located in control room No,1l, Theair is passed through a water cooled ‘tmit into a reservoir and frum thenceit passes into the 1000 pound header to the trnsfax rooms. There retwo seotionalizing valves 1oc.ted on the header, one boated, in controlroom and the other located in control room *‘3. There 2.s also a valveon an open line at the end of the header at the north end of the building,The air is used to operate th Foster valves which give variable steampressures up to 1000 oiine ,per square inch on the storage tanks,

ach transfer room has a ehut.,.off valve loøated ira it to shutthe air off from any given transfer room. They are located in thetransfer room except in the following cases

(i.) The valve for transfer room No.7 is in control room No.7.(2) “ N No.6 ‘ N No.61(3) 14 14 14 $
N05(ii) “ ‘

No,1 * N N
(5) n (4 S S if

(6) if
No,14
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he high pesnurc air is i ntrodaed frorn t he tanfIfer roomeu1y line into the bo4 of the roster vaieco tgre it rea1atete auut of stem perniitted to pass into the storae tank ccii byof a lanoing d2.ara

The high prenaure air system is shown uiticliy i1 9$ and 91O

gjynto. ieotriai irrent is supplied to tfrie&31) area frori the switch house of the power plant0 It in snppliedat a ‘roitage of 2300 volts to t) switch houe o the area locatedth southwest corner of the building near th pump house0 OurTentis used at this voltage to cperite the foi,z circtt.ating water pu1psin the pnmp house and is also fed through unerround con’ozits intothe process building0 Lt passes to four feeier boxes located along thewot ttd of the ild.ing. prom one feeder box ooated. fartheet aouthlines go to the low pressure Garthier=J)enver air corn esor and to thethree Silver ieen d.eeuperheating pumps. ‘rn the other feeder boxesliee go to the groups of foir circulating water pumps loated betweeneach pair of racks, Thin makes a total of 5) pumps which operate on23C0 voits in the main ocees bui.1ding

Moat of the electrical currant in theplant is used. at a voltage of 140 volts with.b of courses the lightinsystem using only 110 volts. The main equtpnent operating on this440 volt line are duct fans the ventilaticu fans in the transfer roomth glend seal water pumps and condensate return pumps together withvarious smap rus and miscellaneous pupa located in the plant. emain switch for the building is located nei the southwest corner ofthe main building.

Since the 144Q volt system is a three phase system, thelighting system which ta 110 volt ningle..phaiie system the current isupplied from the same source, The primary function of th J.ow voltagespp1 is for lighting and for the operation of the various solenoidvalves in the plant0 There is also a 2I volt battery system forenergenoy operation of the solenoid system.

9

A number of operational technipies ‘are employed in the plant.which. ae extremely important, in that they must be known end perforiiedproperly. These techniques az’s basic thro hoia the plant end. are anongthe first things that an operator must be familiar with. Simple enoughin tbeiselvcs they contribute mach to the safety and production of thep1xit, The following paragrphn give a short discussion of seoral ofthese techniques which outline some general principles to be fo1lovedThi c1y adeqtate war for thorn to be iearned. however to actually to;erf:i thea under the uteiage of a oompetet iuetricto:
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One of tho oe cot op&ionsie thy siipl sing oterti’;n of freesins off a Uyze xr a ti into chz.ge coineotionti, The internal diazete of ot of the tubingand opeing in the material qit sin is i’ true r&ge o i/t6’ t 3/32wThis cnall diameter opening permits thsforniation Df a plij f frcenmaterial to foxm which i Of sufficient .tength to hold t1 operatingpreseure of 1500 pounds. LhS cross sect.oa1 erea of bhc plug i suchth&t the total force operating to blou the ug out of ar opun Utit only about three o four iouMs ii iens that then i e4equatepr’tt,ct ion in plug forwUon in the normal opiratIon.

is only if the pltg is not proper,y forne4 or if the plugfor soe reaón is porous and not well paCket0 that the jiug bloits outirith rosultaut loss of material into the aophe,re.

e freesing off is done with dry ce and c an e done simplrby atatir with the dy ice on the end of the Ut ava tom the ooluleaving about one innii of n.ncoverod metal bsUwc the y ion and thothreai of the Ut. his exposed inch of is felt fran tine to tinswith the bare fingers until it is cooled to zoom tenpeiture hen theblock of dry toe is g,eduell worketi backwa’ti toward the cokn untilit has been pusbod back as far as it can go end. a’i11 main in goodcontr ot with the Ut. There I.e a tendency in the pZent merely to placea piece of ice on the tit and leave it there. ‘Ihi 3rcticc is notconsidered eb&efactoz’y since the gas fili around the Ut mey retardthe frcezing off operatioa firthermore, the dry ice hns been known tofall oTf, It j also Lmportarit to noto tha’ no frost hould Collecton the tip of the Ut. is Ul avoid thø possibil1tj of pigging thuend of the Ut in the hrd?olyd material wMlc nukin the change.

At this point the whole Ut will bi filted. vth a solid plugof mitriel of sufficient length to prevent 1t from blowing oulshould be a perfectly adequate method. o f preonting material broelce atpo1nt, unless, as in some canee there is frosh air” in the Utiich $il not freese with the consequent lad: of forrnaUoa cf a goodplug.

Xn order to make ‘sure that theplug is famed another point in which ‘eat care is necesnary shouldbe noted. carefully, In opening up a tube thiCh bee beeti ‘rosen offpaieularly one at the top of the column which hao noro probability ofcontaining fresh air, one mnsbe en.tremely careful to note any evidencethat the Ut migit not be froen off completely. o do this, theI*enhejmer nut must first be cracke6.” or losenod from its seat whilestiLl holding the drr ice on he tiE, The viht angle cap or he liniclka aet then be bent back and. forth elttIj to break ths seat beSventhe ferrule and the Ut. It there is y fxovh air in tho tU it ilileelc cut around the tat It will be notioethle 1y its odo,



A

I it i to e preetL e xt let it 1’1ee outthe nzt untfl. 1i.e frgh air r ateiiL furnes to eoing outTh thie in1ic.te t’Iet the tit !. 11 of li1ified rnateriat thoperator can cci to open. the coeotio!i low1y by riatieloceeztin th mut zd ros1 lhe fw:rule cnectton to inke strxcFndened ate 1 leek cut bafore o-penin the t2 tcithe atnophe;eQ

It ce pointed oit thai the nick 1 tbi fomiti the lthl linee i ufsich etgth that tb caiuiot be beit ma ti tro a td aiiiPhut ba1i O Ui LrNE MAY va BE WI) TO
a tit The torcue produe. by th tf.n will 1e a link eoff iu the Ut in aealy all Shoizid a link line cr poff in the Utc, it an freqzentl’ be oveiby uing a pair ofctrioian plierv Aaiu do not trit be bing ythe bikea eiid of t.be Qich i etu ito th ti fily atu.1in dretly oWv1%rde it i ually ptTh1e recve itretativel eail t ey be o uii a Te1tica1 orhoioni!. vLbratior. ioent of the plir to faciiite the renovai

It ! iuortan that a atd,y i1l ith a v ery sligitdmu iz1o ztueh sore effecti7e than pnUng with a wideanLe1n cf the lliik line eectio} f thie ciue is .ot eftettvetb co1i !rlat be draii from another ti ad the Ut with thebrcen io.e 2 it rctt be drii1ei out re uet b tei not to ruiithe threas of the ut tf any contact hao ‘keu niade with the threadsthat a itting i411 not crei ca eaiiy the tenanoe IpaztT1erituoaet be clld on to rth’es4. th tit.

Athe: ttieiely ipettntis the siijle proceee of placig arotho: cion of someon the open en of any line or Ut fro hich a coureeUon haoeô It has bon etimate that the tii dtrg which a tU isopen to the nt h*r ehcn1d be no longer than 5 ecnte Xn otherod the ccnieetion or line which ie to b attaSEd miet be ei;yto be placed over the aeing Inrnedately hi is neceeoary to itdoin the :cO3ibiiit:1 of having a lT1g bltw uv a&t lto to pveventwater fron h drclying the material in th cf the ti fovuin.a rmanet plug t i lso good p’acti ot tc let the ez.gl fthe, tit get froeted ‘htle one 2. s wor1in on the tit since oieturecon nes on the of a froted tit Tho o1ing of the Utbe continied with i on the back of tiw it a all time but thefront er ould b cc.ole1 oni,y to luke wa tratur,

‘oe laoiru nother connection any’ line o titV thefin hou4be € ninea. to make re that the r!nt not etri.ed andthat the er.le ir. on properLy and in th’9 r1ht plao



Warming u a I. Thø remaining step of making a haage ina connection is the process of warming up the tit ater the connectionis changed. Usually it i. considered better to allow a connection tothaw out from the heat o the duct or surrounding atmosphere in orderto avoid any sudden expansion. However1 sometimes it is necessal7 tospeed up the process which can be accomplished by the judicious use of agas burner. The flaming process again is a. step that iet be carried outvery carefully, since the properties of the material are mich that atremendous expansion takes place in the melting of the solid

The important factor, then, is to have sufficient volume forthe liquid material to expand into an it gee ie state. In otherwords, ALVTS PL&ME ANYLINE FROM A DIRTION WHERZ THE IATEiAt1 ISLIQ.UID O FROM AN OXEN END. The operator mast b very careful to notethat at no time should the material be heated .bO7e its melting pointwithout some space to ex.pand into since it has been estimated that, 1fthe center of a closed tube full of solid material were heated to lOC°C,without this expansion region, pressures would be developed in excesi oflOOOO pounds. This is in exãess of the safety fetor in the plant.

Moiety. Testi, mother of the common procedures in the plantis the process of determining whether or not a system or part of a systemis dry. One of the older methods was the drying of a system by pumpingit down to a high vacuum while be’ting the system as hot as possible.After dry-lug as completely as possible, a glass trap vms inserted in theline and the trap immersed in liquid nitrogen. 1is was done usuallyby hooking rubber connections to the trap aNt alloying the vacuum to bepulled through the trap for several minute.4 After equilibrium in thetubing with respect to the water content was reaehe liquid nitrogenin a Devar flash was used to froese out on the walls of the trap thewater emerging from the system. Th. trap which had reviousl beamtared. could them be reweighed aNt the moisture determined, t wasusually expressed as grams of water collected per hoar under a vacuum29D

It was found that the evacuation of the 3ystem was nadequate in drying out the metal properly and that tae moisture testwas often spoiled. by humid air leaking into the evacutet system, sothe plan was then adopted of blowing dry nitrogen gas )L1OIgh the systemto sweep out the moisture. This moisture was then colleted in thesame m.nner as given above by froesing the moisture out L aass trapby liquid nitrogen.

ual1.tativa ?est14, The method used at present for .uickqualitative tests on individual columns is a mod.ifieatiotk of th’iflowing nitrogen test. In thts test the nitroenis asaed throi.h thebottom of an individual column or pair of columns and a one minute teatis run with th. liquid nitrogen and trap.. A visual determination ci thewater collected serves to eliminate any obviously leaking columns, Tisis not satisfactory for small leak. of moisture into a system whoseexistence oa only be definitely proved by a careful quantitative testlasting a half to one hour,
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10 Descri tlen of the Tran sfer Room

The tran sf room is located o the mezzanine level which
is along the west side of the plant0 The rooms are eleven in niber
which means that each room serves two racks, except transfer room
eleven which is only used for Rack 21 All of the double rooms are
similar in construction and layout, whereas transfer room eleven
has the same equipment and dsii but oiiy half as much as the other
rooms. The double rooms differ in that some of the rooms are
reversed in their deaii from the others0 In other words, in some
of the rooms the valve system for the transfer tanks is on the south
side of the room and in others it in on the north side0 The relative
layout of the rooms is the same except for this reversaiG See Dvg0
floe 9l1o

However, before desribing the room, the scale tank itself
will be desoribed in order to clarify the fimotion of the various
parts of equipment in the room

The Scale Tank The ecale tank is essentially a tank
in which terial can be stored and fr’m which it can be placed in
the oolunns of the rack, and from which the rack can replenish its
supply as the product is taken off0 The tank itself consists of
three parts The nickel pressure vessel oontainitg material, a
steel jacket surrouni,g it and a high pressure steam coil in the
center of it The purose of this arrangement is to allow the
uiateril to be heated i. th low pressure steam in order to melt 1t
to he heated to hih teerature by 1000 poid steam thus developing
the operating pressures n4 also to allow the tank to be cooled
off by int,duotir o1 oo.d water into the outer jacket in order to
solidify the n.ateria10 The other equipment in the transfer room is
largely auxiliary to the scale tank

(Description of scale and mo.mting, also description of
barricade will follow in revised copy)
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125 Pound Steam. Probably the irost extensive system in the
room is the 125 pound steaa system singe it is used to facilitate the
transfer of material and also to heat up a number of lines. There are
three eteam lines entering the room. One of these is located behind
the nain door of the room and enters near the ceiling. This line
enters and splits into two sections0 One Of the lines passes through
a reducing valve which reduces it to a 5 pound pressure, fitted
with a by—pass and gauge on the downstream side 0±’ the valve, and
from there passes throuh one of the s.x valvea iuto the jaohet of
the scale tank0 It is used for heating the umterial up slowly0 The
other branch passes throui a reducing valve and by-pass assembly
into the line whic*i is used for heating the duct. The reducing
valve is not ad3usted to reduce the pressure since it is necessary
to obtain as high a pressare of steam as possible to heat the duct
properly0 The steam from this line, after passing through the duct9
goes to a condensat, line which contains another trap—by-pass
assembly an. •nØies into the condensate return line0

Another line enters from the end of the transfer room
farther from the sam door and goes to a pressure r oing valve
located near the west wall of the room close to the scale tank
vault. This goes through the reducing valve and gauge line to the
transfer pot *ere it is used to heat up the shipping tanks when
transferring tasterial into the scale tank0

The condensate line from the transfer pot enters a return
header and passes through a trap—bypass assembly into the low pressure
oondesate return line.

5 POund Steam. Another 3.25 poxid steam line eos down
from the top of the plant end passes through a pressure reducing
valve located just above the root of the transfer room where it i*
reduced to 5 pounds. It enters the transfer room at a pressure of
5 pounds at the end farther from the nøin door. It separates into
two branches with one brs.nch going to the transfer conduit connecting
the transfer pots and the terminal box in the duct. It is used for
heating this line and goes throu the Use into the nsil trap-
bypass unit and thence to the low pressure condensate return line.
The other branch passes alorag close to the ceiling of th. room to
the corner of the room by the scale tank vault where it goes into
the conduit arid is used for heating the conduit. The condensate
return for this branch i on the rank at the other end of the conduit.

1000 Pound Stea This steam line enters from the 1000
pound header outside the transfer room and passes to the Foster
pressure reducing valves0 There is a 1000 pound steam gauge on
the control board. ?he Foster valve hes en inlet for steam on oe
side of a diaphrea arid an inlet for air on the other side,

.
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This steam pressure is regulated by controlling the air, supply by a
valve on the board. This valve regulates the air supply which in
turn regulates the amomt of steam which is permitted to pass through
the valve, All of the rooms have the Foster valves equipped with
upstream and downstream out—off valves and by-passes and most of them
now have lines leading to gauges an the board which are located in
such a position as to show the pressure whioh is in the line even
when the valve is on the by—pass. The steam pressure is registered
on the left of the two gauges attached to each Foster valve line.
See Dwg. 9—10.

The controlled steam pressure passes from the reducing
valve into the top of the scale tanks where it passes through the
coils running through the ostiter of the nterial chamber0 It leaves
at the bottom through the trap—bypass assembly and into the 1000
poi.ud oondsate return0

Water System. The water line enters the room in the corner
behind the main door0 It then passes through a solenoid assembly
which is connected to the general freeze—off system on the racks0
These solenoid valves are bypassed and are usually operated with the
bypass open without relying on the solenoid system. This allows
more flexibility of operation when rking with different tanks0
One branch of the water line goes to the header along the top of
the ducts which furnishes water to freeze off the tits on the scale
tanks, There is a valve on each tank whOh permits the water to
f1.ow through the copper coil which is In contact with each tit on
the tank. They era all frozen off together at the present time
but acen experimental irk is beinp done to develop a method of
freezing them separately, particularly sina it is desirable to
lcnow the pressure of the tank when the rest of the tits are frozen
off,

The other Trench of the water line goes to the valves on
the a ide of the room near the soale tanks through which the water
goes to the outer jacket of the si*l. tanks. The assembly is arranged
so that water and steam pass into a o0m pipe so that either water
or steam ny be paaaed Into any of the jackets to either thaw or
freeze tmt partioul.ar tank. The water and steam pass into the
condensate return 1 in, through a rubber connection at the bottom of
the tank. Another water line goes to the sink in the cabinet in the
room, It drains to the wer.

Air System. The 1000 potmd air line enters near the 1000
pozd ateam”Iine and poes to the header furnishing air to the Foster
valvas, There is also a gtuge on this line located on the control
board. Th. air goes to one side of the diaphragm which controls the
steam pressure. This pressure is held until the air vent valve is
opened cm the zntro1 bord whioh releases the air pressure on the
valve and oorrespondingly 1oiers the steam pressure on the aoale
tank.
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The right gauge of th pair for each storage tank is the airpressure that is on th diaphraga The gauges s1owing steam
pressure arid air pressure should be very close together inreadings or the stress on the diaphragm y bn groat enough to
break the diaphragm See Dwg 940Q

The low pressure air line runs alon; th west il of
the room id has an outlet in the neighborhood 0± the transfer potpracsue reducing va1ve This is used for blowing out equiput andfor cleaning operations involving the forcing of liquids throughequipment under pressure

2 ModnofCcLtiEmont0

The fundamental objective of scale tank conditioning
is to obtain a ol oar vessel free from irt, nickel oxide
and material decomposition produots Ttiless these forei
materials are completely removod the eto rage chamber will

as a source of plugging subsanoos that will interfere
with proper operation of the rack

(i) Storage chambers should first be completely dried
Rough drying can be aoaomlished by opening all
tits and introducing through the top tit a stream
of air while maintaining 5 pcid steam. on the outer
jacket and 150 poid ste or the inner coiL The
tits should also be checked io make sure that all
cf them will pass air throuh them arid are not
welded shut0 iemova1 of the bulk of the moisture
can be checked by holding a cold mirror next to
one of the tits All tits should thon be capped
except one serving as a lead to the vacuum pu

(2) The chamber should be evacuated through a rubber
hose attached to the Ut. until the gauge has
novi a vacuum of 29 or at least one hour
All tits should be flamed from time to time
to guarantee that water s rot accinu1ated in
theme It is essential that moisture he
thoroughly removed because lE-tr in the procedure
whori the material is introduced obnoxious plugs
will form in the tits if the drying technique has
not been sufficiently rigorousa
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(3) Connections to the chaither should be changed
to permit the introduction of fresh air0 A
line should be rim between the fresh air valve
to the ohamber and connections to the vacutmi
pun altered so that when fresh air is introduced
the cn only come in contact with an all—metal
systn. The chamber should be then re—evacuated
to 29w, the valve to the puin closed, and fresh
air introduced into the chamber to a pressure of
10 p.s.i. The thainber’ should remain filled with
the as for an hour at ithich time the pressure
can be relieved to atmospherio conditions. The
connections to the fresh air valve and to the
vacuum systam should be renioved and the tit
employed for this purpose 8hould be capped0

(4) The next step is a step tbat has b6en followed
throughout the oonditionin of nearly all, of the
scale tanks. In oonditionin the last several
tsn) tt re conditioned the operators did,
however, eliminate this step with no apparently
bad results. This its is to introduce into the
tank about 8 ooundt of material. The material
itself is one of the best conditioning substances
there is so the principle was to let the material
oondition the metal in this step. However, there
iaa some thought, that the fresh air would be
satisfactory so it is possible that this step
can be eliminated in the ur.

Durinj the introduction of this izaterial,
the central steam coil need ot be heated and
the temperature of the outer jacket can be
maintained at a satisfaoory value by heating
with 5 pound steam. The tit through which material
ha been introduced should be frozen off and
capped and the ctra1 heating ooil activated
with 1000 poizd steai for at least 6 hours.

(5) The material should than be removed. It is
advisable to use sciac sort of a trap for
catching the lsrger part of the material but,
while several traps have been developed, ncie
of them is particularly satisfactory for saving
an appreciably large quantity of the material.
It has been necessary to blow the nmterial out
into the duct nd lose the major part of it.
Thia is not eoonomioally or healthfully advisable
but if a link line is run some distance up into
th duet and the gaterial let out through that
line, it is possible to remove most of the material
without a reat quantity coming out into the
room.
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Yhen the pressure in the tank has dropped to
atmospheric pressure, the remainder of the vapor
should b thoroughly blown out by introducing
dy nitrogen through one tit while a second
j3 unoa)ped. ?ho nitrogen should be blown
through the ohimber i.til the outgoing gas no
longer shows any sips of ::aterial. All tits
should then be opened and flamed in order to got
a free passage of nitrogen through them0 The
operator must remember all seven of the tits,
including the one ±n the top and also the one in
tho bottom, both behind the arnr plate in the
vault. If these tits are not freed of material
considerable difficulty will be experienced later
vhen water is introduod, because the ter will.
form plugs with the material.

(6) The storare chambers should be washed with water
to remove decomposition products. The volume
of the vessels should be determined by weighing
tIm full of water. The water should be run out
of. all the tjt8 until it is colorless and fros
of all deconposition products. The diambor should
then be drained t4irough the bottom tit recording
the weight of water removed. Th weight of the
water rsaoved should be the same as the weight
full. If these figures do not check satisfactorily
the tank should be filled again and the voluzi and
weight detezinsd.

(7) The tank aheuld now be thoroughly dried. First,
rou,h dry the tank by blowing dry air through
it ile the chamber is being heated as was dcno
in the first step of the conditioning. Rough
drying should be followed by a careful punping
procedure in which the chamber is evacuated to a
vacuum of at least 29?. Air is introduced into
the chamber periodically to aid in flushing out
any residual water vapor. At the end of 6 hours
dry nitrogen should be admitted into the tank.
After several minutes of flowing nitrogen
through the tank by passing the nitrogen in
through the top Ut and out the bottom, attach
a glass trap to *e bottom tit and iunerae the
trap in liquid nitrogen in order to tsb for the
presence of moiature. Pass the nitrogen through
for 6 minutes and weigh to the nearest centigram.
If the moisture test shows the presence of less
than 0.04 grams of water, tbc tank nay be
considered dry enough to fill. Also make certain
that all the tita are dry.
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(8) The omber should be reovaouated and fresh
sir indiately introduced to a positive pres’ure
of 10 pounds per square inch. The 5 pound steam
should be turned off the outer jacket and 1000
pound steam run through the central heating coil,
Fresh air should renin in the oharber under
positive pressure until operators are prepared to
introdue3 process flUide,

(9) Fresh air connections should be removed and a
suitable juner to permit the introduction of
irnterjal should be cOnnected.

(10) With 1000 pound steam still on the inner coil and
no flow of fluid, steam on the outer jsoket, the
reading of the scale of the storage chmbor should
be tarod to z.ero.

(ii) The high pressure steam should be cut off arid he
chamber held at a temperature of 8000, by introducing
a mixture of 5 pound steam and cold water into the
outer jacket. When the outer jacket has been
filled with this hot tor the weight on the scales
should be noted. The reading Will approzite 169
pounds0

At this point the tank is ready for the
introduction of znaterj&1.

The first step is to make sure that the Scale Tank is
ampty9 the tits f1aod out and free arid that the scale is
properly tared. A1o the. operator must niako sure that the
Lull transfer pot i ready on the platform scale in the
jacket.

The steps to be followed are outlined as follows:

(1) Connect inlet and outlet steam lines to the
triinsfer pot jacket.

(2) snove Va]Ve cap from the transfer pot and put on
ti adapter. lIa aura that the lead gasket in the
valve oap does not stick to valve plugging the line.
The adauter arid gasket should be well flamed before
putting o the transfer pot valve.

(3) Connect tsisfsr jumper to transfer pot valve and
transfer oonduit tit.
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(4) Couneot link line in •Iuot to scale tank tjt ar4
to transfer conduit t1t 3e sure that the freeze
of: water is running on the seals tank tite.

(5) Tuyi steam on the transfer pct through the low
OS5U PR,Vr Start with 5 pod eteaa to
waiu the ot and to ohck the traps Increase
alowly a half hour later t about 30 pounds
prossu re.

(6) Pu; low pessure steam on the scale tank jacket
to brjnw. th tearaturo to 100° C. Check the
trups to iee if they ar operating properly0

(7) 0pn va]ve on ot and flan the whole line after
tzri the oaie tank ti1;s

(E’) Kop cni:ate recsrds of the 2roesss thi1,
tYfLZ the rriterial, Th no sase should
mO:s then 420 oids be alloed in the scale tank0

() ?thon trenferring is :inihed out the trensier
pot; valve off, di onneot the link line from the
ec*le tank8 can the coals tan tit off and plug
tho link ino end

(10) Advit ster into the ciale tank jacket after
turning the steau off nd the tark is ready for
operation

h

(1) neot a new link line to the scale tank tit
and to the empty depletion tank.

(2) Put high pras.we steim on tho scale tank, Warm
the tank up sioiy at first then increase pressure

duai1y. tIn reege the soIl3 tank tits.

(3) Strt the transfer by heating the line with a
hurner Open th oylnder valve and continue
hetiug until the material mores freely into the
oy1indcr ineioase the steam pressure to 1000
pot,ds rie.r the end of the trensfer.

(4) Y1wn emty blow out remainder of ratsrial into
ducts. This should net be raore than a pod or

lIae certain the fan is on.
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(5) Have scales tared and the tank is ready for re
filling0

4. Gial Operation

a. StartIng ip Oatians

With all the storae tanks Lull of material (420) Dolmds
and circuits of the racks filled with material, the transfer
room Is now ready to operate. After determining the
configuration of the oi.reuits the rack foreman will notify
the transfer room man hioh conduits ar to be used with each
circuit0 The conduits will be desiated by number0 The
conduits from the rack emerge in the duct in the transfer
room and are mered from left to right0

This holds true when there are 36 conduits per rack,
In some transfer roorn where temporary cr replacement
conduits have been put in, the conduits are statod or
tagged with their rospoctire nimthers0 The trensfor room
nn will then complete the circuits by connecting the
conduits to a storage tank by means of link lines.

b. Ar ran ement of Giroults

Two circuits are to be connected to one storage
tank-—this means that the four circuits of the rack will
be served by two storage tanks and the third tank will be
held in reserve. It is preferable that circuit flo. 1 and
ITo. 2 be o one tank and circuits No. and No. 4 be on
the other unless otherwise ordered by the rack foreman.
A material pressure gae must then be attached to the
fifth tit of the storage tank. It is a good policy that
the conduits be attached so that the lowest ner conduit
be oonnected to the top tit of the storage chamber and the
other three in tha like marmer thus leaving the bottom
tit for the pressure gauge.

a. bile Caunoatjonwjth Rack

Tho circuits having been oozçlotod, the transfer room
Is ready to aenmunicato with the raok There are two
methods which may b uod in establiah2n corainunication:

(1) When C ir ouits arG Fronanoff on ech en at
Bottom of iac

The froeie-otf water should be turned of’f of the
tank tits and low pressure eteam turned on at
the mixing valves to the aoket of the storage
tank for mar3aing up and rolting the material.
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o high pressure steam sho’ild be used until theteria1 has been ooletely meltød. !hi3 5Z
be checked by treans of a tiermometer Inserted Inthe well of the storage taflk. It should read
80° 0. before adding high pressure steam. If
there is no hurry, it is advisable to use low
pressure steam only until a material touperature
of 100° 0. is reached.

Vhen the material is oorziitely mclted. about
100 pound high pressure steam niay be turned on thecoil of the tank by prer manipulation o the
valves controlling the Foster i{egulatin valve
for this particular tank. The jacket steam
should now be turned off and only high pressure
steam used. Gradually build up the steai prasureuntil the desired material pressure (1600 pounds/
in2 unless otherwise ordervd) is reached as
indicated by the material pressure gauge att.uchedto the srage tank. The tran8fer room Is now
ready for the rack to be unfrozen.

(2) Yhen Circuits are not Frozen on Bottom of Rack
and TjtB of Soali Tank Iemjzi Foien

Proceed as in (1) for warming up and turning onhigh pressure stean. At this time, since thegauge is also frozen off, the necessary steampressure needed to obtain the required material
pressure must be deterrniue by use of the material
pressure—steam, prsssure.rrterial weight chart
shown in Dwg. 9—3

Adjust the steam pros uro €qoordingly givingadequate margin for eafety Of course, if the
pressure is too low, when the rack is frozen
the material will flow baók into the scale tank.This can possibly make the rack pitch. Endeavorto have the pressur. as close as possible to thepressure in the rack to avoid a surging of material.

when the material pressure is judged to be sstlefactory, the freeze—off water flR be turnedoff the tank tite.

d. General Notes end Precautions

(1) There shall always be two operators lxi each
transfer rozi.
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(2) Ii dealing with long link lines in the duct,
rsember that they rray cool off when the duet
doors are opened, thus causing the material to
solidify0 Such link lines oontaining solidIfied
material constitute a considerable hazard, as
they might be accidentally hosted in the nIddl
of the lgth of solid material nearby stosi
pipes or by a Bms burner flame used in the
duct to heat oer link lin€c. Tj5 intardiate
heating can easily cause thc link line to burat8
A material break in the transfer room is most
serIouc

(3) Always use heavy walled tubing for link lines
Be careful that they are not heated above 100° C.
Wh the lines contain material ‘Lder high
pressure, or heated at all9 except carefully
at the open ends when containing solid material.

(4) Never put more than 5 poxd steam or water
pressure on the storage tank jacket as the
rubber hose connection on the drain ry break
10080.

(5) When changing a lInk line or material gauge
connection on a storage tank:

(a) Freeze off tits by sans of the water
freeze off systeza

(b) Feel of tits with the finger to inako
sure that they are cold cheek
a link line this vay when you think
that it is frozen off0)

(a) Bring the high pressure steam on the
atorare tank to zero pressure.

(d) FLOOD IIIE SCALE PAUl JACT 1UIT!I
COLD WATER, (Most of the bad breaks
in the transfer room have been caused
by attanipting to save time by olinmating this precaution. It is a
false economy.)

(o) When the temperature of the storage
tank has fallen belor BOO C. it is
permissible to dioonueot Lunkenheiuier
fittings from storage tank tits4

(f) As a final security measure, before
starting up have another operator chock
connections before renewing operation



(6) In the rare ease that the conduit lines leading
to the rack have been frozen off by flooding
the conduit jacket with wtr, the following
procedure should be used in thawing out the
conduit lines:

(a) Make sure that the storage tank or
tanks to which the conduits are connected
are heated; at the storage tank tfLta are
thawed out, that duct link lines are hot.
In other words, there should be free
movement of process fluid from the oduit
lines to the storage tinks, Also, make
sure that the rack ducts are hot and that
circulation alonr’ link and conveotor lines
can take place.

(b) Turn down the ooli ater valve on the
conduit freeze—off systøm, slowly open
the steam valve ‘ard mix the t so that
the temperature of the water £lOWifl
through the cduit pipe riseegradually
to 70—75° C.

(c) Take half an hour to bring the becrature
up to 750 C

(d) Cheek the tiperature by measuring it
where the water flows out of the er1d of
the drain pipe below the rack duet.

(e) A the thawing of the oonduits is an
extremely delicate undertaking it should

be done under the direct super
vision of the Technical Superintendent.

(7) Material should be added to storage tanks up to
420 pounds. Make certain that at no time does
the e&ght in the tanks exceed 440 poids
Operate a reek only froi tanks containing a
maximum of 420 pounds.

(s) Do not operate more than 51 ooluuns on one storae
tank at any o ti,ms

(9) Maintain the operating pressure of the material in
the rack at 1500 pounds. When milking raise the
pressure to 1700 pounds but since the circuit
drops to about 1500 pounds while being milked, becertain to drop the tank pressure to 1500 before
rfreezing ain. This is to ke sure that no
surge takes place fran the tank into the rack0
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(10) It is strictly forbiddi for any person to craw].into the storage tank vault, unless all thestorage tanks are cold and all the low and highpressure steam is twned off.

(U) A larga dIfferential of steam and air pressuresshould never be aflowed aaros the pressurereducing valves. When operating on the by—passof the steam reducing -valve close the air valveleading to the Foster valves so the pressure readson the steam gauge without going to the Fostervalve. Special vslv have becn installed in someof the Transfer rooms to allow this to be donewithout affecting the Foster valve,

(12) Never operate fr any 1igth of ti using thecondensate trap by-pass. Thio is dangerous inthat the high pressure steam may got through tothe condensate line and also the pressure of thesteam pushes the water into the condensate returntank and out over the roof.

(13) All transfer room operators s1uld know t alltimes which circuits on which racks are beingoperated from a particular storage tank.

(14) Any unazpoaed change in store tanic weightand material, steam or air pressures should benoted as quickly as possible by the operatorsand report.d to the Rack Foreznan, or if he
eannot be found, to the As latent TechnicalSiarintendent, or the Technical Super intendant.

(15) It is absolutely necessary that each transferroom operator should know the location of .11valves and controls well, enough so that eachone can be found by the operator qziokly
without delay, In the darkness in case of’ an
eleotrio light failure, or in a dense smoke incase of a terial break0

(1.6) Yhenover steam is turned on, the steam trapvalves should be checked as to whether they areopen or cloaed.

(17) No change is to be do in t trans for roomoperating procedures and no valves are to beopened or closed on order of any people outsidethe transfer room crew, except the Rack ForeunChief Rack Forenn or the Teohnioal Superintendents.
.
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(16) Ti spare time, work on cleaning the i;rsfer
roou and transferring iterial. It is u. good
idea to label all spare equipment, link lines,
hoses, eta. and hang; on the mila

In enera1 as in the case of all of these operating
instructions, emergencies arise when the operator is oareles or
atterting to be too hasty0 The best emergency procedure is to
follow the thods given here with care and the emerpenoiee will
not arise. In case of an accident in the transfer room, the
following steps should be taken, preferably In the order in hioh
they are listed:

a0 Put o face mask, holding breath mtil adjusted0

b. Close duct doors.

o. Turn on duet fan and ventilator fan in room0

d. Turn otj all ter freeze—Dff lines (the water valves should
be kept nornally in positien BO t oening the one main
val’u wifl start all the freezu.coft water flowing)

a. Turn off high pressure stee.nL c all storage tanks

f. Flood all storage tanks with water0

g. Send a message to the rack to freeze off top and bottom
freeze off coils0

h, The details of any accident, terial break or leak as
wl1 as all other operations should be fully described on
the reck chart and in the transfer room log book.



Seoti 0. The OolizxnB and the aaok

1. Desoriptian of the Co1is zd fJi Ra*s

The vital process in the plant is brought about in the ool.The operating procedure, th, is to int’oduoe the rasterial into theoolusns erO the desired chee occurs. The r nder of the plantfunctions to bring about the conditions which allow the colusna tofunction In the most effiojent nner. A rack consists of 102 oo1uszs,but since the colusma are identical in construot ion a oo1i sill bedescribed first.

The 0o1s

The colinsi consists of a nickel pipe about 48’ long surroundedby copper tubing. This tubing is then inserted into iron jacketurin three concentric pipes. Th. tnt.rnal diatar of the ocpperand the terna1 diazter of the niokél arc aeleoted tO produce asmall annular space between them and it is in this annular space thatthe material is Intro ed. Around the copper tubing is the galvanizedsteel jacket. Steam sb about 1000 pounds per square inch pressureand 5450 Fe passes through the oitral nickel pipe and provides thenecessary heat fc the process. Water passes through the outer ironjacket and provides the necessary cooling. S.. 1mg. 912. This terenters the 3a*.t at the bobbom at 150° F. and le*ve the jacket at thetop at a tenperature arousd 160°F. havIng been heated q by the heatfrom the steam passing through the i uid in the flu4&r space. Ther.—Lore, we have a temperature differential of about 645455 • 590° F.across the oolusn over its entire l.ngti. This temperatur. differentialis essential to the process and cannot be aflod to vary, Theequl,pnemt for oontroUini both steai e.bd enter is discussed in anotherSection.

Cstruotion of the Coluen

Th. 48’ columa is not ma4e i Of single, continuous lengthsof nickel and copper. The ntàksl inner tube is made by welding 24’12’ and 6’ piecea together. The copper tube is made by silver soldering24’ lengths together. ?he silver solder joint is fled. by placing acopper sleeve over the lengths to be joined torether end inserting aring of silver solder in the recess in th. sleeve. Heat is applied,th. silver solder welts and Is dreen by oepillary action Into thejoint, thus sealing it. At each end of the oolem a short nickelsleeve is sinilarly silver—soldered to the eom’ so t)*t the outertube projecting from the weter jacket I.e nickel., rather then copper.Tids arrangement p•$ts the use of copper In a large part f theocluen and is desirable since copper is more economical them nioksland can b fabricated to close tolerance with eaae but it still allowsthe nickel tits to be welded to nickel. this ii iqortemt .inoe thetoleranc, In th. annular space is probably the moat critical in theentire syet. The annular spec. is maintained by s11 nickel buttonsY4Üch are spot welded to th. inner nickel pip. end act as spacers.
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Ccpper is used on the cold s24. aM niekl the hot, bsaus. thehigh inside tesperature would cause a aløw annealing of th copperwith a consequent reduetion in meohanioal strength
Gor*iectjcns etweem Coltesis

At the top and bottv of each olui there are three smellnickel tubes which proset from ool. These comsunicate with theannular space in the eolme aM are used to introduce the metorialinto the oolues end to r&’tove it from tha oolwm. One of these tubsior tits as thel era oaUed is used to rerove samples from the systemfor analysis and is o5pped off ithen the aó1ana is in operation. !hetwo are used to connect oolama to one smother. Coliams are onneøtedby intarooli connectors (frequently referrod to as ICC’s) Theseare small iokeZ lines (Z/W’ * $/2”) equipped with nhaImsr fitt1.nsno that they can be attached to the niakøl tita. ?.o the nickel linklines are soldered copper tubes tbroui which eater can be pseaeLThis is in effect, thee, a welve bvbween individual colunns sino bypasninrç eater through the copper tube th process fluid is codedsitil it soll4ities and a pl of solid terial formed, thus stoppingthe flow of fluid. On turning off the iter the heat of the duetcauses the plug to melt, thus allong neterial to flow. Theseintereol connectors are used to ecot ad3aoi so i..zn o, boththe top end bottosi of the reck.

The Conduit Systam

Also located at various regions of the ra ar, other nickeltite which are the aMa of the conduit lines through which the eaterialfi owe from the transfer room to the rack. some of’ the racks have 36conduit lines arranged in groups of six with 1.3 on each side of therack. In the groups of mix the conduits on the ends of each groupere of a larger diameter than the ,ther four in the group. Theselarger lines bees n inteznal diameter of 3j’2” while the other fourin the group have an internal dieneter of 1/18” Where posaible it isadvisable to use the larger tubing. Se’verel oir rake have only 18oonduits errenged in groups of three with mine on each side of therack. ?he chenge eas nade to the 1ler nwer in order to haveon1 three lines Sn a singl. steam 3iolrat. Thia eae necessitatedby the discovery that if any one of the conduit lines broke insidethe conduit the eateriel and its hydrolysis products eorodsd theconduit lines and plugged up the steam jacket, AU of’ the lines Inthese racke are large bore With en 1. D. of 5/32”.
The Liateriel Circuit

The material itself flown to the raolc through one of theooduit. From there it passes through a nickel line Or “3tper’ toone end th. rack, At this pbint, the nickel line iS introducedinto the center at a coil at 3/r oopp.r bibing tIuough whicheater can flow.



This rangetient is ae4 in order to be able to freeze the material
between the conduit and transfer rooms and the rack so that in the
osse of an emergency both will ot be emptied. From the freeze—off
coil the material is introduced into the side tit of the end ool
of the rack. The material then passes from the first ooluon in the
circuit out *irouz the niok1 line in the interoo1ui connector and
into the side tit of the next ooli and so on, The material thus
follows a circuit through the bottous of all of the colunris, filling
the oolurzi whith stands in the circuit like a stndpipe. Placed in
series With this circuit somewhere in the loop is a oonveotor system
throurh ‘whioh the zz*terial passes and fom there it goes back into the
ooli.s, After passing through the bott of 25 or 53. columns it
passes through another freeze—off coil into another ocnduit through
which the usterial rettns to the scale tank in the transfer roome
Such a system of conduits, conveotors, oolis, freeze off coils and
jumpers through which-the material.oan circulate is called a circuit.
Actual details on the building of a oirouit and rules to be followed
are given in another part of this Section.

The Gonveotor Loop

It was stated in the section on properties of the material
that on8 of the important properties from the standpoint of the plant
is the trcmendous change In density with temperature This is
important both in respect to the fast that fla±ig of lines must be
dons very c:’’— Ixt also in the effect which £8 utilized in the
circuit on the r

The te “ re of steam at 100 poids pressure is
approximately l ‘and the temperature of steam at 5 pomds
presee is appr ately 1100 0. The density of the material at
175° C. is about 3.0 g/oe. The density at 11O C. is about 3.6 Woo.This difference I.e so great that use is made of it in the system, The
material is passed through one tube which is heated b 100 lb. steam
and then through another which is heated by 5 lb. steam. The tubes
are located in twelve pairs of pipes with six pairs on each side of
the rack0 Since the density is less in the 100 lb. pipe than in the
5 lb. side, the material rises in the 100 lb. line end falls in the
5 lb. line giving the pumping action necessary to have the oirou1tion
desI.red. Vhi1e the whole system is at a pressure of 1500 pozde or
higher there is no differential in preseurr except that given by this
convection current occurring in the conveotors • ?he total difference
in pressure is of the order of only th roe or four pozds per aqi.re
inch ut is sufficient In the system to keep the material flowing
aroizd the circuit. however, it is not sufficient to push any
material through the system it there is any type of material plug or
constriction in the circuit. For this reason, “plug—htuiting” is one
of the most important parts in the operation of the plant. A
separate section is devoted to looking for trouble of this type.

Valves

The essential parts of the rack itself of interest to the
operator are the oolurzis and their connections, the convector systeme
anti the freezeo(f system. SSO1r
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in additior1 to the parts of iereet in tho siaterlal ysterc the
coluntis have fivo ‘,elves on eh ono At the bottori of the rack is
a four inch rator valve to each calumc Thesø valvas are located
behind the eoluurrs ins ide the rark Anoihor set of valves are
th cdenate cutlet valves which are located under the ducts in
the frwit of th row of colucus. thls is smaller raivo on the 2”
stoam line in top of the colur the stcam llat valve located
in back of the column arid inside the rack and also a four inch water
outlet valve leaciin to the uoper watr header

At the top of the water outlet lhow is another line running
up to the air vent header rhis is a oneineh line whlch permits the
air released from solution in the circulating etar by the Increase
in temperature as it rises to be veritd to the roof This line uid
also take, care of an excess of wacr in ease the makeup water valve
should open and the systera he unable to care for the increase in
wator See Dw On rcost of the racks this header is piped so
that 5 pourid steam could h introduoed into the four—inch water jacket
but sinac it was found that the high tacp orotura produced was deter
imnental to the rubber hose in the water sys’I:em this has hoeri discardsd

Other aspeots of the cc oonsbruction such as the coridensate
return cstem.tno crap svetoine icr the oonvsotos and cceduits and
the ocudonsato float control are included ic the description of the
S’teeiu 4nd Pawer Deartr:ieiLt.

Tht roduoti on

rneri the ooliums oiveetors and conduit lines are furnished
to the operating personrnl they are wet dirty and greazy Such is
the great ohemioul activity of the process materiel that it will react
to a certain tent with practically all substancns Especially
violct arid irrerereihlo is the reaction with water and oils Among
the rection products are con—fluid, non—volatile materials which
torid to accunulate in vItal spots in such a way as to isqode or stop
the flow of the crocess rnatexial A number of the connecting link
lines possess an inside diameter of only 1/16” cud It is possible to
p3iig these lines by the action of as littin es a few milligrams of
wator From past exoarianee It has beri terminad that if the opor
atirig system is freed of moisture and rodacing substances, no

3 If lcuIO is exoerIenoed in setting equipment into satisfactory
operation

The ondition of moisture removal must be particularly
r’gorous since there is a strig tandoy for all the water in the
system to collect at a cold spot Thae remarks lead also to the
oonclusi that It is essential that all components of the system
be free of te l5Oj)
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For tno, sonveot lkie o ocduLt 1ne 1:r$1ord n vr pureote’m oulte wo wltrLin it i: ovc to n1le& o: xistLFtrthroro the oppe ail of the oolu being ndor a gret tenecnunder ope tint ooitioi sorntinwe wp.inge a iaa at a soa jototnidwy up the ecluYi, rnittinp OIrOUIftting a;er to have L totb prooere regin of he ooit, Aothr ey of prduon non-fl.iidplug xteiel ii by th etion cC the p;ooea3 ial on oie oroar onatee Tho oxide :L duoed into tho ou t ho ;5 of311VO’ fing the OOP)O C bStOt (Jfl O3 oducod thecoluma are allod to jted wt while xoood ai

Th following procedures acoo:dingly, hee for its objootiwto guarantee thet all reducing eubetance, iate:’ and oxides ohall breioved oornplet1y frow the syete

a oCldiu

l Blow not of the nioisture oz of the ao1ue by
pasing in dry air fr the ton for IC uto

riin nd all other operations in7olving t;e
psatug of liqida and gases z be de
conveniently by use of srifolde made froi copper
tubing These manifolds may b iade by slvcr
soldering ppr tubing into another long vieoe
of ocpper. The rdfold ay be ade up
whit€vor lengths desired but ore fquenty
made ith either nine or seventeen outi on
each ones Thø se nteon tlt iienifold is eirly

tfactory since it can be oved only tiioe to
cover one side of rok The outlets ar soidered
cr &1ove inches apart to oonfora to the troea
beten the oter tit of the oolu’xos i the
and the outIet nickel tube it soldered or
hraed into the id of the copper. This ioke1
tube i de of pipe having an o*.side dnetr ofl/B to which is fastened a standard Lunheinr
connection by which it cn be fasaned to the center
tit of the olu One end of th ifoid ty be
soldered shut but the other end usually

rndard 3/811 Lunkenhoi or tapered iitt ing to fit
the cut’et on the air line or on the premnre tankr1en focing liquids through the aol

2 flegree roughly usin; tetra—ohior ethyler solvent
or carbc tetrachloride

Using the manifold mentioned in the prewkus step
in ccnjinction with a pressure tank, this can b
done rather rapidly an easily Tho prozure tank
is a nickel ccitainer having to oeninga with
stendard f5.tUngs in the t,0 Oi of the cga
is a pipe which goes just bel the surface of the



Th otksr op’nin has attachod to It a lzr.ger
pp aohin to the bottom of the tankD
Compressed a.r is forced in one opening it3d

a liquid is contied in the tank will
fore the liquid out th second opening ‘nd
up into the oolus Ustlly the tank i
fitted with a gauge for measuring the ai
presura d a eleaae valve to lot the Dressure
doin when ui’fioiemt fluid has ,asaed t1iough
the coluin Usually liquid is passed throui
the oolui until it appears to be clear0 Pass
the fluid from the bottom to the top. it is
usually satisfactory to pass about one—hlf
pint through each of the 3 top tits

When rack is degeased blow out the coluu with
air throuth a rnanifold from the top 0pm all

3 Test all columns in the raok with 1000 l steamo

The cfferenoe between the steam and the
circulating water temperature should be böut4000 F The object of this atop is to s:mbject
the eolirns to the stresses whic they will
enooumter during normal operation. lniti.al)y
some ter will blow out the bottom tits in the
form of a mixture of water and steam0 llcwevor,
if this moisture continues to issue forth, the
oolu is idoubtedly bad Usually abou one out
of every 100 ooluxms has failed during the
application of this test. Shut steam of

4 Laka a final and careful solvent wash us:.ng
clean solvent and passing fluid through 11 top
tits Crack bottom tits until liquid is clea
Drain fluid back into the tank

5 Attach manifold at top and blow out solvunt with
air for 10 minutes

6 Wash the oo1uns with dilute hydroohlori aoith

This acid is nc1e up in the approximate :atio of six
part3 of water to one part of ooxioentratd acid.
Thio step is usually done by foraing the acid up
the colu with the pressure tank and olleotin
the acid at the top of the rack0 The usal method
of colle tin of the acid or other liquici is to
attmach short length of ruhor hose to -;he tit
and ps the fluid into a tnklk bottle0



This enables one to deterrainc if the f1u.d is
oomng through clean. The clean acid :r be
use. again but any dirty acid should ha dis.

7 Wash the oolunns with ato’ tmtil the waor is
c1ss.. following the sa procedure as ‘with the
bydrohlorio acid.

8. B1or out iater with air fox’ five to tan £linutas0
Oper all tits to determine if they are open to
the passage of air,

If for any reason conditIoning prooedurc must
be interrupted at this point, the oo1un shouldbe flushød with nitrogen and oappodQ Ir reral,any interruption of the conditioning proeduve
should be avoided particularly between the time
when the oo1ut is first wet with solven; and thetime it Ic filled with nitx’ogsn. Do not plan the
work so that any of the oolwise are left moistand with air in them for any appreciable 1onghof ti0 If the columns are left wet fo a longas eipht hours, they should be reconditioned
starting with the acid washing step0

To start the drying procedure, attach a
traced copper manifold to each of the four

circuits of the rack,

See that the duct heating steam is on ancL thatthe 1000 lb, steam is turned ci the zck Closethe duet doors as far as possible. Adjwit the
circulating wate’ temperature to 1500 F. The
steam traced manifolds e 25 outlet nianiolds
which have another line soldered to the vain
seotion of the manifold, This is connected toa low pressure steam line and is used to heat
the manIfold so that drying may be faoil.tated.

10 acuate the system for one hour wIth tha top
middle tit of each 1umn left woapped.

The purpose of leaving one tit unoapped is to
allow air to stream through the ooluis, thus
sweeping out the gross amount of vter and water
vapor left in thecolumna after the water washingtree.tmat.

ll Evacuate for two or mre hours with all, the
tita capped off at a vacuum of 27 inches or mores
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If slight leaks exist in a circuit, it is im—
important at this time. No effort need to bemade to locate minor leaks until t1 fresh4airtreatment.

12. Disconnect one side of each intorcolumn connectorand cap off the Cit and link line at both bottomand top of the rack. Rtove nnifoIds.

The purpose of’ this step is to isolate each column.This step is iznocessary if the interoolunm
connectors have not yet been installed.

13. Attach a connection from-a nitrogen gas cylindarto the middle bottom tie of the first column ofthe oireuit or to the tit from which the inter—column connector was removed. Attach to the topmiddle tit of this first column a rubber connection leading to a glass trap immersed in liquidnitrogen.

The trap must be attached before ny nitrogen gashas been blown through the column as the plan hereis to be able to trap water or water vapor whichhas acoumulated in the column in order to maifythe test, The columns must have stood at least onehour after bringing them up to atmospheric pressurebefore making this moisture test.

14. Blow nitrogen gas at a pressure of 5 pounds on thecylinder gauge through the column for preciselyone minute.

15. Inspect visually the moisture collected in theglass trap during this one minute test.

16. Record extent of frost formed or moisture collectedgiving a rough estimate of the amount as far apossible. Repeat the test for all the column ofthe circuit,

The outside surface of the glass trap must bewiped free of frost with a dry cloth beforemaking this observation.

Occasionally, it is satisfactory to do this testusing two colunmt in each test0 If this seenw tobe bad the test should be run on each of the columns.

17. Isolate any suspicious columns by installing bypasses with water freeze—off line attached.



l8 In case of doubtful oolue, isolate thsoe,
let stand for six hours and repeat the test.

19. Connect or re—connect 2ntercolui CEflfleotOrG.

20. Make a moisture toot on the coluirti ciroult
by the tollowing nitrogen method for thirty
minutes.

For details of this test see section on
Moisture Tests.

21. While step No. 20 is in progress make a similar
moisture test by the flowSxg nitrogen method on
the convootor and conduit $T$tBfl1e

22. If the moisture tests of the cfLroujt and of the
conduit and oonveotor loop ,vstem show less
than 0.08 g. connect the two together and
evacuate to 28 inche

23. Fill the whole circuit with fresh air wider
pressurep test for leaks, repair any bad
conneotions and by—peas top and bottom any
colusme with leaks in the wlded j0int.

Fresh air leaks may be tested for by one of
three methods:

Testin for Leeks with Fresh Air

(a) Allow iUminating gas to stroa over
the oormeoton from unlighted Bmsen
burner. If fresh air is present in
large enough quantities, the gas will
be ignited.

(b) Tie a cloth rag to one and of a xita1
or wooden rod, soak the cloth with
concentrated ammonia and probe about the
welded joints 011 Lunkenheimer connections
with the rag. IC the fresh air is laaking
out, white fumes shoild indicate it.

(a) Lay about the weld or connection a special
chloride indioatinr test paper (obtained
from the chemical woreroom of Laboratory
No. 2) If fresh air is leaking out,
the paper will turn bro or brownish
blue0 This test is particularly good
for locating the exact spot of a leak.



In testing for leaks, be sure that all Lmk-
enheimer connections are tested as well as all
welded joints, the later where the tits are
welded to the colurms and where the inside and
outBide ooluma are weldod together B aure
to test both top and bottom of a rack ae nell
as the conduit and oonvetor loop oonnectiona

b. Line Clesng

1 Conduit lines should be rough dried by blowing
air throui them0

2 Lines should be degreasod using carbon tetra—
chloride or other solvent and ie solvent re
moved by passing dry nitrogen through the line
while flaming the tits at the terminal boxee
on both ends of the conduit0

It is necessary that the conduit be tested with
5 pounds steun during thin procedure0

3 Conduit lines should then be capped on both endi
and allowed to stand for 24 hours with steam on
the line.

4 At the eni of the 24 hours a test for leaks can
be rrde by introducing dry nitrogen at the
transfer room terminal box and running a uioisture
test qualitatively. Great care should be employed
in th5s step since a number of conduit lines have
boi foind to possess water leaks,

Then not in use all conduit lines should be left
uncapped.

Co Cleaniof nyr Lines

The procedure used in cleaning the oomrootore is
essentially identical to that employed for the conduit
lines.

th Clean ingof Link Lines and Intsrcolunn Corrnetors

L Lines are degreasod and flo’v tetød with grease
solvent0

2 The solvent shcild be b1o out o’ the lines ani
oonveo’tnrs and placed in the hot cabinet in the
materials shop. Th5 teeature of thin box
should be nwintained at a rilnimum of 120° 0.
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3. After remaining in the box for one hour the linesshould be blown out with dry nitrogen and capped.

. pating Instructions for Rao

a.., Col.ting the Material Cirouit

At this stage the various component parts cd th rack havebeen cleaned and dried.. They should now be ccnueoted togetherwith great care being taken that no moisture be permitted to geinto the sytem The connections up to tie transfer room duetand including all links, interooluxnn connectors and ‘oonvectorsshould be mado with the Orientation being that desired for theoperation of the reek,

l The conduits should be chosen from among the list fodto ho open in the cleaning procedure. The two end conduitson each terminal box should be used where possible0

2 Thø link lines should be obtained from the conditioningshop of the correct lgth to reach froxi the terminalbox to the ends of the circuit. It is custory to have2G columns in a circuit but there are several specialoases where this is not followed throughout the plant.This would make four circuits per racka

3., The freeze—off coils should be attached to one of the endooluxnns.of the circuit. On the other end the frceze.offcoils should be attached to the 100 lb. oonvector

4. The couveotor loops should be placed at the znd of theoirouit using lines numbers 2 and 3. whenever poseiblo.The con vector loops should be set up so that the flowproceeds from the low numbered ooluria to the highnumbered.ooliumzs. For top.oircvlation syoteis the flowshould be from high numbered colnuma to 3,ow numberedooluimia along the top of the circuit.

5. Every circuit should have a flow indicator equipped withtheiuometer wells and thermoeouple wherever possible.

6. Provisions should be nude for evecueting the system andintroduein fresh air. Th rack should be puLiped to avacuum of 28” and fresh aIr passed into the system to apressure of 10 lbs., The gas aheuld be bled from all topcenter ti.ta nd at the terminal boxes both on the rackand in the transfer room.



7. If any delay is to be encountered in setting the rack
into process operation the ecipment should be left with
a positive fresh air pressure. It is highly desirable
to start process fluid flowing in ixtmodiately after
fresh air treatment has been oompleted.

b. Starting-up Procedure

1. Check all valves. Be sure that all steam, water, and
air vent valves on the ooluzims are open on all the
coluizms which are in the circuit. It is usual for the
steam to be rnod off from oolus out of service but
not the water valves.

2. Make sure that the oiroultion water is flowing. This
should be done by the Steam and ?oi’er Departnnt but
the operators should always eheok to make certain that
it is flowing0

3. avo the steam turned on throug the by—pass and bring
circulation water tamparature up to 1500 F.

4. Have the main steam valve opeied and bring pressure to
1000 pounds.

5. At this point colimne should be clean, dry end full of
fresh air,

6. Check to see that all tits of all oo1urrs have connectors
or caps on them and that these are tiit and not
orossthr.adad

7. Check to see that the freoie—off water system is complete.

8. Check to see that book—up is complete and that it
corresponds to diagram on rok sheet.

9. Check especially to see that oonveotors and conduit lines
are correctly conneoted. A conEnon mistake is to connect
to one line at ie end end to a on other conveotor or
conduit line at the other.

10. Check location of thermocouples0

11. Check duot temperature to see that it is above 800 C.

12. Cheok conveotors and conduit lines to see that they are
properly hot.

The rack is then ready to be filled or ready for operation.



4 il1ing k

a.. Filling from the Transrer Room

The original method of filling a rack with process materialhas been largely supplanted by a more rapid method which requiresless manipulation of equipment, 3oth methods will be described.The first method whioh is that of filling the rack from the trans.ter room is more fully desoribed in the Section on the TransferRoom since it is essentially transfer room operation.

In following this procedure the rack has the complete circuitshooked up with at 1 east four gauges on the rack with two at the topand two on the bottom. 1he freeze—off *ter is not turned on the topor the bottom of the raok. When the traafer room atorape tankreaches a pressure of 1500 pounds material pressure, the storagetank tits are unfrozen and the material is allowed to flow throuione of the conduit lines into the rack0 Th5 circuit being filledusually exhibits the phenomenon of “pitohing”. The main probleminvolved in the filling of a rack is to get the material into theoolwrris as rapidly as possible to out down the time *ich theoirout pitches. This frequently takes place quite rapidly withthe circuit filling in en hour or less. iowever, it is often thecase that because of improper conditioning, a plug of hirolizedmaterial is formed in an interoolwrm connector which prohibits thematerial from flowing any farther, Weight—t readings shouldbe taken in the transfer room and vthen the w3it stops fallingoff it may be assumed that the circuit o no longer being filled0A circuit will usually talce between 90 and 100 pounds beforebeing pressured up high enoui to stop pitehing

Pressurig a Circuit

If the weight stops dropping before this much has comeinto the circuit, it is probable that a plug exists. Thelocation may frequently be checked by finding out where theoirouit stops pitching. If the material is being put intothe circuit from a given conduit line and the circuitpitching, e for example, half way down the circuit it isprobable that a plug has been formed in that neighborhoodThe usual method of procedure in this case is to obtain anickel jumper and attach it from the center tit of theoolunia which is pitching and attach it to the center titof another column whith is farther down the circuit thusbypa8sing the interoolume connector. Thi will frequentlyallow the material to flow into the other part of the circuitand complete the filling of the circuit satisfotori1y.

It is common practice to place a gauge on the conduitline in the transfer oom which is not being used to fillthrough and notice when the pressure is up to standard onthat gauge,



In other word8, if a circuit is being filled through one
conduit and the material £low around the air uit until it
pressures up the gauge on the other end of the oirouit, it
may be assumed that the circuit is full of materja1 It
may be necessary to raise the pressure to 1700 ps.i. to
get enough pressure to stop the pitching but it is very
desirable to have contact with the scale tank so that this
may be transmitted through the oirout as soon as possible0
The steam oonsmpti.on of a circuit which is pitching is
usually about twice the steam consumption of circuit which is
not pitching. When the pitching stops, indicating that the
circuit is filled, the gauge may be disconnected from the end
of the conduit and the conduit may be hooked to the scale
tank with a nickel jumper, The freeze-off water should be
turned on the top of the rack and tests for circulation may
be begun.

b Filling From the Floor of the Process Bui1ding

This method is used extensively since it is considerably more
rapid than is the other ztwthod. It consists in asseniblying a
transfer pot containing a shipping tank on the floor of the
building, 1t i. hooked up with a line which can be connected to
the 125 potid steam system on the rack0 There is installed a
steam pressure gauge and valve on the upstream side of the transfer
pot and a line for condensate removal at the bottom of the regular
pot. Thia is fitted with a steam trap to build up the pressure
in the tank.

Trans Le rr ipg

It is customary to use large nickel tubing for the material
to flow from the transfer pot into the rack. The tubing used
for this usually has an outside diameter of 1/4”. This is
connected to any convenient ooluzm and the pressure turnec on
into the transfer pot. When beginning a transfer from a full
tank it is quite inadvisable to allow a steam pressure on
the tank of more than 15 pounds0 This will permit the material
to melt in the tank without any danger of reaching excessive
pressures.

After 20 or 30 poi.mds have been trinsferred into the
raik the steam pressure may be raised to any value which
permits fairly rapid flow. After the rsmoval of several
poinds there i no danger of having anPthing but liquid
neria1 in the tank so the only expansion that takes place
is that depending on the increase of vtpor pressure ‘with
th increase in temperature0

Coieting the Fil1in

Using this system it is possible to put 70 or 80 pounds
of material in the circuit in this manner. It is not
isua1ly possible to fill the rack completely in this way
3ifl06 the temperature 1 is such that so



pressure is exerted in the backwards direction to the flow.
Consequently, it is usually necessary to pressure the system
from the transfer room in much the same way an the other
method of filling was finished. In this method the conduits,
are not attached to the storage tank so ithen the naterial
stops oming over from the transfer pot on the floor of the
plant the pot nay be disconnected. When th. pot is
dieoonnectd, the conduits sheuld th be attached to the
scala tanks in the transfer room and the pressure raised in
the same rnnner as wa, done ithen the iginal tilling was
done in that aner.

This method is more eatisfaotory
particularly beoauáe*ie nimber of plug formed seems to be
much lea s tan ithen the other method is used,

a. Filling From Ithe Top of the Rack

While this method has not been used, there seems to be no
good reason why additional advantages should not accrue by
filling the rack from the top rather than from the bottom. When
the rack

is nearly full after filling from the bottom there is a
back pressure osused by the heipt of the material ooluw in the
rack which probably aoooiztn for the fact that it i not completely
tilled.

V

It would seem t*t this could be eliminated by viug the
installation from the floor to the top of the rack thus
.1 ixainating the pressure forcing the zwater ial bok into the pots
It wculd be possible to make the same connections at the top
of the reck as It the bottom and this method seems to have
some possibility of development if a complete circuit needs to
be tilled

V

5. Looatnd Eliminating Plu,

Tntrodtion

By the work “plug” wa mean any obstruction which pxsvents
the prooen fluid from flowing through its normal circulatory system.
In addition to this type of solid plug there may exist “partial plugs”
which hinder the flow rather than stopping it entire.y. The proof
that partial plugs exist is much less direct and convincing than the
evidefmpTetei obstructions, but it is reasonable to suppose
that sediment nmy collect in spots, slowin the rate of oirculition,
or that solid plugs ry form gradually and constitute pfArtial plugs
before becoming complete solid plug..

The general problem of detecting, locating and eliminating
plugs in process circuits is one the most important’ ensoontered in
plant operation, for unless a circuit has many hours of good circulation
every day, it is not operating at peak effoienoy.



Forntion of Plug

Plugs may be formed by any of the following methods but little
can be written at the present time about the details of plug formation,
as the mechanism of the forming of plugs is in many cases obscures

(a) ChiflSp Process F1udLizie

As the process fluid solidifies at approxixiitely 700 C.
at the operating material pressures, it is obvious that if the
temperature of any section of the fluid in the circulating
system falls below this values the nterial will aolidify,
thus forming a plug and stopping circulation0 This type of
plug is the most frequently enoomtored and, forti.uately, the
moat easily remedied.

(b) drojsofProoes Fluid

Liquid or gaseous process fluid coming in contact with
liquid water or water vapor rapidly reacts with the water
liberating an soid and producing a high melting solid hioh
forms usually an iimaovable plug Because of the difficulty,
great diffIculty, in drying ooipletely all the colunms,
interoolun connectors and other component parts of the
circulating system, plugs of hydrolized material usually
occur chiefly in the initial filling of a circuit with
material. One. a circuit is in good oporatin conditioi with
no internal aStr or steam leaks, no 1uga can be formed aa a
result of reaction with wêter except when the circuit is
operi#d. to the atmosphere0 Even in this case there is no
dangcr of a plug of hydrolyzed material forming if the proper
precautions are taken in preventing water from condensing in
the exposed opening.

(o) I cc latin of S odimont

Details d reasons for the forrtion of plugs by thy
ouiulatjon of sod.rient are li1tla Ioiov at the present

tino. Thas:uoh c.s Iugs have apparently forrod in certain
oases for no obvious oxtoral roason, i* is believed that
these plurs n1st havj been built i by tho acoulation of
s.ediitent, The nature ci’ the sediit hs not boi

(d) Reaction ot Process Fluid With Or-anie Matter

Sed1rppt and p1us forned from this sediment can occur
ithen the process fluid reacts with orge.n.o ntter In fact>
any ch1l tactki of the material will form plus



(o) Welding Shut of Joints

In the original fabrication of welded joints or in the
later repair of suci joints, the welder has ocoasionally
welded such joints ozipletely or nearly completely plugged
up with metal0 The only cure for such socidents i8 S flewjoint de by a good welder.

Proof of Plug Existence

(a) Pitohin Test

If pitching is occurring throughout a circuit at the same
time that the material pressure in the scale tank supplying thecircuit, is up to the normal opat1ng value, then it is Iciownimnedistely that at least two plugs exist in the circuit, that
both conduits or their associated oonneotione are plurged
otherwise the high pressure of the material in the scale tankwould be transmitted to the rack and the pitching stopped.

(1) Circulation Teat

Ii’ circulation in a circuit stops, if there are no openconnections and if the oopveotor loops, conduits and inter—ooll.uTr1 oonne otors are up to temperature, the circuit is
plugged0 A it is not always evident whether circulation hasreally stopped or not, the methods for testing for the
presence or absence of circulation shall be discussed here inaonm detail.

Observe the ReffIi Flaw Indicator for indications of a
temperature decrease across the meter in the correct directionfor flow. At the bottom of the circuit the flow in the plant
is always from low to high oolunr numbers and at the top inth. reverse direction0 asmuoh ag a slaw surge of material
into or out of one end of a plugged circuit may give rise toan apparent flow ixi the correct direction for approximately
15 minutes, it is neoessary to watab the Flow indicator over
a longer period, of time than this. If the temperature difference remains steady in the oorreot direction, circulation
probably exists. If the terperature difference changes,
even going negative in many instances, surging, not real
flow, is occurring, or perhaps a surge superimposed upon a
weak flow. These surges are particularly noticeable at the
maent of starting U) S circuit.

There ray be arother cause of misinterpretation of. the
Flow indicator readfngs. In certain oases the thermometerwon of the Flow Inoator on 1e left may not be located withrespeot to the tit to which it i ettaohed in exactly the
same y as the thermometer well on the right, thus leadingto an asymmetry lxi ‘thermal oondutanoe end a difference in thetemperature readings.



Such. as 4. P is not only usuMily lows but the teisrstureitself is also low and only slightly higher than the ducttemperature0

Wn pitching or hanimering is occurring in the oo1uxxto which the )low Indicator is attached, the therniai effectsof the oirouliting flow may be entirely isasked by virtue ofthe rapid oscillation of hot process fluid through the FlowIndioator In this case the material pressure in the oiruitshould be raiaed until the pitching an4 h mx ring stop Theobservations for flow can 1en be made)

In aiinmary the criteria for circulation can be listedas follows:

(1) T on iloffen Flow Indicator persisting in correctdirection for half hour or ncre0

(2) Centigrade temperatures on lower aide 150° or higher
(3) T equal to 30 to 50° C0 when lower temperature Iain the neighborhood of 1500

(4) T equal to 20 to 30° c. when lr>wer tereratue isin the neighborhood of l6C$90°

(5) Int side thermocouple tempraturs 350 to 4000

(a) Decrae of T to nearly zio whn the circuit isftozen off and the cIrcu1aon purposely stoppedIf ro decrease occurs in the T ghen the circuitis f:ozen off, the circuit i definitely plugged

(o) Eliminati.on of Colc3. Spots

After it has becoire certain fra the ab:vs criteriathat no cIrculation e4sts9 the nezl; stsp Is to search forand to eliminate any relatively cok spots in the circuit0Possible locations are as follows:

(1) Cold ducts, particularly at the inds which in coldweather should be shielaed rom aft by tarpaulins0

(2) Cold pts forned by drafts thro’igh holes In ductwork

(3) old ducts due to water drIpnin on them, shieldducts from the water or stop ;he water leaks



(4) .Cold conduitc. Chk oduit steam pressure, valvesand oondaate drains

(5) Cold cveotor loops and cold juers between loopaHi tez>erature hou1d be 170-480° C cold tei.
ersture l05ll00 C. Check steam pressures, valvesand traps. Flame juiers0

(6) LInk lines touching cold duct doors, or cold copperfreezo..off lines. Change position of link line to
free position.

(7) Cold link lines due to. ter dripping on them or tosteam blowing on i A bad steam leak Into the duet
y seriously affect oirouleticn as a result of thecombination of expanding steam sand wet vapor0

(8) Cold ducts, link lines or tits in Transfer Room. Heatlink lines and tita with flerne Check steam pressure,valves and tiap or duot heating line.

(9) Intorcolumn connectors or transfer room tits cooledby freeze..off water leaking past closed valves, orby water backing up conmion drains.

In tlamin link lines care 8hould be taken to begin theheating at an open end and then to work slowly along the lgth ofthe line.

It is only after eliminating all of the above cold spots ina circuit that a non—fusible plug can be assud to exist0 The nextseries of steps in plug elimination can then be taken0

Detection and Elinthiation of Plug in Conduits and CnveotorLops

The first step in locating and eliminating plugs is to testthe oondaits, conveotor loops associated connections to make surethat they are plug—free before beginning the difficult operation oftrying to locate and eliminate plugs in interooluzmi connectors.However, before any actual work is done on the rack the history ofprevious rack operations shduld be received inasmuch as hints as topossible plug locations might be obtained. For example, if the scaletank on a circuit had just been changed before circulation stopped,one would suspect the plug to be located in the link lines, conduitand scale tank tts involved in the transfer. Attention should,theiefore, be focused first on this location and these link linesand tita proved to be clear before working on other sections of theraterial flow system.



(a) PresurVaritioniethod

A rethcd of varying the nreasir h1oh at the same timeaueos prooes fluid to su;g thro the oduit seems toe beet for not only looatin plu but also pcsZbly3liminatinr them by fluhiug i;hem u: of the line.

Stepo in thie process wI;h r ic’enoe to the oiruttiaram eay he listed ac Colls

l With the tnatrii presure i the rack at the normalvelue of 1500 psi. fre ff at points I and 2.

2. Lajse the ateria1 Prossur3 in the scale tank to
1700 p.e.i.

3. reene off at points 3 nd 4

4 Thaw point 1 If the aondi end conveotor systemloading to Colti I in oler the gauge roading oncolurn I -i11 kdialy :jie to 1700 p,o,i.

Fzee I and thafl 3. The z’sure in oolu I willnow drop to slightly obova 1300 p.sc.i, d aa1zeria1
will flow or surge from tb: onveotor loop and
oo1u into the rent of the oirouit

6 Thaw 2, repeating at the c1 25 end of the oircitthe process desuribed abov,

7 F’ree;e 2 and thaw 4

8. Finally check for freedom f plugs across the wholebottom of the cr cult by tnaiing at iieh ver endiC free observ1rg chenge in auge pressuro

The above dc,ribod othod ha several advantages not onlydoos it serve to locate a p1u, but the pros ;u:e ohange cause a surgeof fluid *ich zy possibly swoop or flush a plug out of a conduit orconvoctor loop Furthermore it enablee the oerator to chock boththe conduits nd corvecjtor loops yste and the bottom of the circuitlxi a minim.xm number of operations

(b) atar Ia I_Withdralathod

in case either of the gauges iod in the above dicuseedtests falls to respond to the Inc osc in pressure or doesnot show as rapid a ange in re sue as the gaue on thsole t kand if the plug hs no.; flushed from theoirouiten attet should b made t clear the line or tolocate mcr exactly tsin plu; by hi following procedure:
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(1) Detoob the 3. 3nk line nectin the oondutt or
coiveotor loop to the en’l colai of the ciron;
nt the ocluru end of tha lini: 1h;o

(2) Mtsoh to the link line a 1J120 ctvlinder whsmh han
oreviously beera ieiJe aed shou to &Th feant aire

(3) Flame the link line an4 Ut of the cylinder nUll
materia. bagins to flow into Ito csyliráor0

(4) An noon an the teapereturo of the cylinder hem
etupped rising, froege oft ana neconneat link
Ill/c to colume

(5) to?. cyllndtir

If no material hen flowed into the cylinder, the indications
ore that not only is the oonduit plugged, but alec. that tIm plug is.

oma ‘t i’e ti.jte L 141 Th .r . A P,r1J etc 1 . so,
the dug probably exints near tha scale taxir if the cylinder is filled
to epaclty, weight of the material in the cylino:er about 5 pounds, there
is no plug in the eit’ouit0

Although previous pressure tests may have dezeonetrated U,
existence of a plug, twa cot of withdrawrg the I inc pounde sotnans
flushes the plug oat 01 the systern blith toe mater&± an toe ceale
tank up to pra3siW3 there as acnstderebly re roruc ava:Icble for
dislodging the plug then thewi Ii during normal oirouaation, or during
the norgkig iwhan making a pressure test.

If tne wing still peii;iets after the enterial tthdnoml test,
the following stops may he takeng

(I) Rope the material xi’ dnrnal attempts from other
locations in the conduit or oundultaocrivootor syctene

(2) itopaco renomible link lines with freshly oonditioned
lInk linCSe

(3) if the evidence paints to a pluggad. tin on the scale tank9
the tank should ha ooolad dean and the tit drilled out
by aintenanoe.

(4) If none of the above operations is effective in opening
up the circuit, a new, freshly oonditionod conduit or
oonveator shoulli he resorted ton

12fl &1J JPOLflhi,!JJLIero1rnoneotors

‘a I Pw is u’a d.. &t het ad

An :ndaaataon of now the prwanre en rintoon method mn he
.n in inter eel non nonne ate :r s hem U ready



rtiria pesuro ugs[ &iou1d b distributed aocs th
p1uged eirmiIt 3u&. tously e possib1e i.e., in p1o such
that th subequt pressure test ii1 eJhr as o osely as
poeible th aotl 1otion of th piu P seure gauges on
ocluons at the top of the ojrjt oon ale ba ad during tha
test a there is of ooure only a slight difference presiuru
between the bottor and t of a oirou1t approxinately B0)

sr beciuee of the D1eVou5 places plugs o
occur a circuit of 25 oo1uns a single pressure test oanuot
hope to do more than to point roughly to the plug locaticn

St3pC in the operction of carrying cut the pressure test
can be listed as follcgs:

(1) Attach gauges to selected oolune, as rn as tiit
ad availability permit0

(2) Freeze off both ends of the circuit.

(3) Lower or raise the material pressure in the scale
tank til it is 200 p ,e i ler or higher thrri tho
pressure on the raok

(4) Road d record the pressure on the rack sod scale
tank guges

(5) Using a flame, quickly thaw the freeze—off coil at one
end of the cirauit,

(6) Isnediately read ai record a31 the pressure indications

(7) Wait to mInutes and road and record the pressures for
the second tin0

(8) Thaw the freezeoff oofl at the other end of the air out
and repeat the pressure measurement0

The next eteu is to interpret the data which hou1d be done
irmuediately before king any further tests No detailed
dirootions cen be given the data interpretation, which deponds
more on ooion sense than anything else except to point out the
obvious fact that if the pressure gauge on the rack shows a
pressure ohge within a minute, let us say, equal to that shn
by the pressure gauge in the scale tank the circuit is open
between the two gaugee If the pressure gauge ohanres slowly
on the rok after thawing the end coil9 the indications are that
a partial plug on restriction ciats in the line betwea the rack
gauge and scale tank gauge.



This first pressure wriation test will probably 1ooto
the plug within 6 to 10 ooluimsj by ohging the position of
the gauges, narrowing the distanee betwe them, the location
of the plug ean be more acwately derminecl owever, it
takes quite a bit of time to change gauges; fur thormor eoh
change requires tha opening of the circuit with resulting
danger of introducing moisture oz of having a material break.
Another method of determining the location of the plug le to
make t )eratur3 measurements of the interoolunm connectors
ae described belowe If thermceeter wells are already attaohed
to the interoo1u connectors, it ia a easy matter to ineort
thermometers and make the necessary temperature measuremcnts
However, if thermometer wells are not already on the connectors,
thermometers would then have to be taped on, which might take
as much time, if not more, than making one or two chanes of
the pressure gauge lotions, The racik foran or per on
directing the search for the plug will have to usa his judg
nt in deciding whioh nthod will enable the plug to be
discovered in the shortest estimated time

The temperature method will probably be quicker if the
location of the plug is not bcn within 3 or 4colus

This znethcd is based on the fact that a plugged inter.
ooluirn connector ‘will not allow matorlml to flow throu it
and as a consequence cools off to a teerature near to tht
of the duot in the case of a clear interooluma connector
there will be enough back er forth surging of the process
£1 iid to ta inta in the temper ature of the inter colun connectors
to 150470° 0. even in the absence of direct circulation.
(The temperature of the fluid coming out of the oolwm’is is in
the neighborhood of 22023Oo 0.) The temperatures of the
interccluimi connectors of a hole circuit ean easily be read
and recorded in 10 to 20 minutes, once the thermometers have
been installed and allowed to come to thermal equilibriimz.
Thus the locating of the plug is done quickly and easily by
the temperature method0

The technique is as follows:

(1) Install the thermomoter 3ither one to each inter
oolm connector of the wh le circuit, or 6.l2
therciomotora covering the rosumed plugged region0

(2) Close the duct doors.

(3) Wait 10 — 15 minutes,
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(4) With one person readiug and a second person recording,
read and record the tperatures of all the installed
therrzter a

(5) Sti.zy and interpret the data0

As it is in the case of the preasurc3 variation method
the detection of the plug icoation by tho teerature rithod
req$ree, goidrab1e. personal 3udgment sad oonon sense0 As
n exan3pl of the sort of temp’eratui’es ogervd ad the
interpreation of the reaults, the following observations can
be given:

Interoo1uia Gn,otór TCerturo- — - —k.

TeBetween Co1a Eumered

_______

1-.2 170
2—3 158
3—4 165
4.5 145

6 130
6—7 121
‘75 118
8-9 126
9—10 140

10—11 130
11—12 158
12—13 155

The 173mperab1 re meas ureents show a definite although
flat minizzum between Coluimia 7 and 8 The plug imr be in
this intoroolurm connector. However, before ocmcluding that
this is the case, the duct surrounding Co1uzm 7 and B
should b3 inspected carefully to iake sure that the observed
lower teeraturee are not the result of cold epota cold
air drafts, or dripp2nç water1,

At this point it should be remarked t1t the “spit”
test for cold jnteroo1uia connectors often enables one to
locate qri1y the cold spot in the oircuitj this is
partio111r true 2f pitching is occurring in the circuit,
inasmuch ag lu this case there is a large difference in
teierature hetwoen a clear and a plugged interoolunm
conrieotcr ipeer9 the 5pit” tetnnotshow the fine
differe, oje in tsjeráture req ired ‘to locate a plug by
the terz,erature aeureint method described above1,



Tratures indioated by the thertaometers in the
IIoffnsz Flow Indicator should also be observed becauee
from these tereraturee and the change of the temperature
of the t ends of the Indicator with tine one on tell
whether the Indicator itself is plunged or riotG If the
£T’ cthange in gnitude and also in si with times the
Flow Indicator is clearly not pluggod One can also obtain
indications as to the location of a plug by noticing the
period of a surge a short period indicates a location of
the plug closer to the Flow Indicator than does a long periods

(°) P2LB!i

tnfortmrtely neither the prossur variation method nor
the temperatur asurement etIiod enables one to locate the
pluflged intercclum connector always beyond doubtg for final
proof the connector should be by—passed by a short link line
running from the middle tit of the colu on cc tde of the
connector to the middle tit of the oolw on the other side
If circulation is started by vik-ns of terial being able
to flai throh the by—pass, the by—passed intereolu
connector is probably plugged. If circulation does not start,
the plug is probably in another interooluii conneotor Other
possibilities are plugs in either of the two middle tits or in
the temporary link line. Careful conditioning of the link
line before ue will prevent the latter difficulty from
oc,ourring. If a gauge had boon previously installed on either
of the two middle tits end had been responding properly, that
particular t2!G s froe

rho use of temporary by-passes i reoomnded because
sotimes it saves the operator from removing en intercoluxi
connector whIch is not plugged; it is a difficult and dangeroue
job changing an intorooluiri connector and thould not be
attempted unless absolutely necessary. However, there are
certain precautions in the use of temporary by-passes whIch
should be shasized, namsly:

(1) A teorary by—pass if left on the rack shcld be
wired to a copper freeze..off line so that it n
be frozen oft w1n the rest of the bottom oicuit
is frozen off; otherwise interoolu oir’ulation
will ooou when the top oiruit becomes thaired0

(2) Before changing the intercolumn connector the
teaporary by.pase should be frozen off to see if
circulation is stopped. If cirulation continues,
the into roolum ocrnootor is not plugged and need
not be ohingod Sotimea plugs thought to be in
in’ercolurnn connectors oither never really existed
or disappear due to pitching or for other unmov



(3) After normal operation has he established on 4

raok, the rack should be “cleaned up by the
renoval of all temporary by-passs and the repl€ce
nent of the plugged intercoluza ooreotore with
clean ones.

In ease there are several bypasses on a circuit in
which circulation has not been started and if it is desired
to remove acrtie of these by—passes, +oat of circulation
through the by—passed 2r tcroolu rnne otor can be made by
measuring ‘o tomperatuze of the intercoluriai coirnootor before
and after the by.pass is frozen off, If the temperature
riee on freain -off the by-pasa, the connector is not
plugod (oars should be taken to allow teiperature oquil—
ibyjum to be established in the duct before naking the
meaeuronit0)

(d) Part lal Pitthgfiethod

Although norisally pitching i to be avoided at all costs
because of the disturbance It causes to good operating
conditions nevertheless, a limited amount of it may be
resorted to for 10—15 minutes as a moans of looatin a
plug quickly and reliably in a particularly baffling plugged
circuit without noticeable dage to other circuits c the
rack, Tju saved in clearing a circuit may far outweIgh
dieadvtsges occurring from a few minuts8 of pitching0
Technique of carrying out the pitching test for a lug mar
be auimnrized as folls:

(1) Freeze off the end of the circuit nearest to the
suspected location of the plug a Th material
pressure in the circuit should be betwe
1400—1500 p.s.i

(2) Between the above two points withdraw a No0 31 capsule
of material0

(3) Observe the extt of the pitching in the eirou5t0
The plugged interco1wm connector will be between
the end pitchiur. oo1um and the first oolu
whose u*terial is up to pressure0

(4) Iinodiately thaw the frozen end coil so that tha
pitcthing can be stopped without delay.

Not only the p itching method extremely reliable, hut
the pitching also sometimes helps to sweep out the plug
bocawie of the considerable difference of ressurs existing
during pitching across the plugs Furthermore, the pitching
method may uncover the existence of two plugs when only one
is suspected.
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If the pitching region is boimd.ed by region of non—pitching
ao1ime, at least two plugs wcld be indicated0

If a conveotor loop exists in the middle of a plugged
circuit, it is a good idei to withdraw mateiial from both
ds of the top of the loop into a No. 120 cyibder.
If each cylinder is filled, the entire eir3uit must be free
If a plug exists, the oirouit will pitch from the conveotor
ioop up to the location of t) plugs

rialSureMethod

a plug oan be flushed out by causing the
tarial to surge back arid forth in the air cuit This is
done easily by the foflctirg series of operations:

(1) Freese off the far arid of the circuit and build
up the pressure to 1700 p.si0

(2) Freeze off the near Oo

(3) Lower the pressure in the scale tank to 1400 p00i

(4) Thaw the tar end of the circuit0

(5) If this treatnt fails to dislodge the plug,
roeat revering the direction of the surge0

It has soutimes hei suggested that rapid surges in
circuits ny stir up sedinent, thus oaueing plugs to form
where plurs never had previously existed. While this may
be true, it s also posibl that sediment may be wehed out
of a circuit by rapidly flowing material through it a in
the filling process of the fleok 9 thod of operation0

(a) aonsofldTit

A plug,iod tit is suggested by:

(1) Failure of the material to circulate through
a freshly onditioried intercolunt connector0

(2) No fuming oI material out of a cI0aokedl
Lunkenheimsr cap or out of a “eracked
Lunkenheiier connection to a frosn inter—
oolu connector0



(b) of Deteotin end El matiin

Attempt to withdraw terial rjib of the su,eoted tit
into a previously weighed small eize capsule, No 2 and No, 4If an oimoe of terial is not obtained, the ‘bit is plugged0

If the ‘bit cannot be cleared by the withdral of iaterial
it must be drilled out by :.:aintenanoe. In the iaztiue anotho
‘bit on the aoluiin ci be used.

In concluding this section on the location and cli ina’bion
of plugs, it should be reemphasized that a circuit should
never be opened to the atmosphere unless absolu1xly neceasary
that all new equiprnt added to a circuit such ac link lines
and. intercoltm o neotors should be carefully o2esned, dri dand sho to pass fresh air before use, arid that not only is
circulation absolutely essential, but tt the cIrculation
should be the most rapid possible

6 Procedure_in the Ev€nt of a Planned Shutd

Th objective sought in the event of a shutdown is to
guarantee that no damage shall result to equipment either
during the shutdov or subsequent to £t Furthermore, it is
desired to guarantee that startup.procedure be made as
simple ag possible by reason of the fact that proper steps
have been taken at the time of the shut-do.

In any case of stoppage of operation it is aiya
necessary to isolate the transfer room from the raolc. It
is further necessary to isolate all columns from each
other. ‘f this practice is follo’d startup procedure
becomes very simple id the possibility of damagingcolr due to excessive hydrostatic pressures of the
process fluid vanishes,

(i) Freeze off freeze-.off coils between terminal hoxe
at th rack and oclun,ns, Thi5 ‘‘ill prohLbit any
transfer ci’ material frors the rack to thE transfer
room or oo versa,

Ii’ an extreu eirgeney exists, the conduit ihies
can be flooded but this should be done only on the
specific authority of the Technica). Sei2xitendent
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(2) All colrms should be isolated from eaoh other
by freezing all interoolunn oonneotore

This may be done on some racks manua1lr by opening
the valves on the standby water line or on other
racks by throwing the proper solenoid Ewitches to
flood the lines leading to tha gntarooluiwj connectors.
It mzt be noted tat if only one circuit is being
frozen off the lves leading baok from the circuit
being frozen off should be closed before opening
the standby water line valves. Otherwise, the
water will go back through the automatic valves
and flood all the lines in the rack. This, of
course, need not be considered wh shutting the
whole rack down.

(3) Once the isolation ci’ all columns from each other
and the transfer room has been aoeomolished, it
is then permissible to close the main 6 steam
valve supolying steam to the rack.

(4) CIrculating pumps may be turned oft after steam
pressure has dropped to 25 ibs,

(5) The steam on the oveotors and conduits should not
be turned oft less the rack is to be down for a
cobsiderable length of time or wless asked for by
the Steam Department. In this case, the steam
should be turned off after the rest of the rack has
cooled down so that material will not be drawn
into these lines by cooling them first. It is
considered better to have the material drawn out
of them by cooling the oo’uums first so there will.
be no probability of breaking them when starting up0

(6) It is extremely important that the responsible
person operating the rack at the time of the shut
down record in detail the prooedures employed in
shutting down. It is especially important that
any observations regarding flow of material in
or out of the rack as recorded by *15 transfer
room scales be noted,

7. Procedure for Starting up a Rack After a Shut.down

a. Check List 3e1’ore Starting

While a rack is shut down for either maintenance or steam
difficulties the reok crew has many things to check and to
repair before starting up the rack again. Some of these are
listed below:



(1) Remove from each circuit all colms showing material
leaks at the top of the tack Exceptions to this
are ccluns having leaks at Lunkenheimer oonneotion
wtiica can, of course, be chenged to better fittings

(2) Thspoet all interuolun connectors to make sure that
the nickel link lines are ell—soldered to the copper
£reeo.off lines0 Replace any connectors whole riokl
lines have broken anay from tha copper It is appazently
satisfactory to wire these tubes together if necessary
but th wiring must be done in such a way as to ak
as long a contact as possible between the nickel and
the oopoer

(3) Cheek conduits to ike sure that steam has bei kept
on them during the shut—dov periodG If they have
be allowed to cool and must be thawed ox before
starting up the rack, consult with the Technical
Superintendent on duty before atternptin to thaw
out the lines.

(4) Check all circuits for completeness of connections
and proper freeeoff eoils0 Also chock with the
diagram on the rack chart0

(5) If the convector loops have been allowed to cool
during the shut—down period, make sure that the
interooluni connectors are hot along the bottom
and that the link lines are hot before attempting
to thaw out the convector lOopSo

(6) Install new gauges wherever needed and when gauges
are available0

(7) J3efore attenpting to start up a rack, cheek all
the valves on the tops and bottonof the aolws,
uking sure that the steam and water valves ar
all open, except on the by—passed colurns, only
the water valves are opened, oheok the air vent
valves in the water system, ohe&d all ducts, conduits
and convectors for proper tempe’ature; in other words,
check the entire rack to cake sure it is ready for
operation. Do not assume that it has stood all
right and without change during the shut-down period0

(s) The final step in starting up the rack again is to
ke swe exactly hc the rack was shut-don If
possible the operator should contact the person who
was in charge at the time of the shut—don0 Pertinent
information should be in the lo book of the rack at
the time of the shut-down0
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b. Proosdure for Start1

The first stop to be tan in sot11y rting Up is to
make certain that the eirotlating water is flowing and that
the circulating pumps re fctioriing properly tid showing
the proper discharge pressure (at laaet 30 lbs0) The duct
system shoi1d then be closed and heated.

Steam may be valved into the system through the bypass
around e main valve with the obootive of heating the
oiroulating water up to 1500 F. Pressure of fluid within
the rack should be otod by means of pressure gauges at the
tops of the columns and under no circumstances should the
pressure be allowed to exceed 2500 lbs.

If proper atepe were taken when freezing the rack down
there should he no difficulty in having excess pressure in
the columns. If no large pressures are observed it is then
possible to open the nin valve gradually. This must e done
fairly slowly, i.e. the pressure should be increased from
50 to 100 pounds ovex the course of about 20 minutes,
At all times there should e operators on the top of the
rack observing fluid and steam pressure and there should also
be an operator at the transfer room noting any changes lxi the
transfer roam. 0peiators need not be alarmed if fluid pressure
as recorded by at least two gauges at the top of the colmims
rises to 1800 lbs. ilowever, if the rate of increase is
rapid and the pressure shows signs of increasing beyond this
point, the steam flow into the rack should be out down until
the pressure situation is under control. In this cases contact
uy ho made to the scale tank by unfreezi.ag the bottom inter•.
column connectors and the tits on the scale tank. This
should be done very carefully with close watch being kept
on the weights and pressures in the transfer room

Unless sothing is radically wrong such as plugged
lines, plugged gauges or leaking columns or conduit lines,
it should be possible to build the steam pressure up to
operating value of 1000 lbs and the gauges at the storage
chamber and at the top of the ooluimis should come to remain
the esme within the lhnits of the probable error of the
gaiges. This may be done in approxitely 20 minutes
after determinIng that the rack is in satisfactory operating
condition wit’ no exoessie pressures being noted If all
has been dana properly, the circuit should circulate very soon
after the system has been opened up.

8. okProod

The original method of operation which consisted of allowing
the circuit to circulate at all times across the bottom of the oirouitexcept when the ooluu ws teken from the top of the ooiurm by some
suitable “milking” method has given way ir* soveral racks to a
modification which is a groat deal easier and gIves essentially as
satisfactory results0
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Other niodificatioris are being tried at varioue times in an attempt
to increase emount of product being taken off and to make the process
easier in its manipulation.

a. Top laton oPinpl&1Method

This procedure was first tried on Rack Lo. 9 end consista
of a system designed to circulate normally through the bottom
of the rack for part of the time az. then, instead of taking
off the product desired on the top of the columis, to
circulate it into another reservoir at the top of the rack.
The principle of this is that if one starts within normal
material in the product container and circulates and mises
it with enriched materials it will econ reach a higher
value jntexediate between the material in the columns end
its starting value. If then, the columns continue opciration,
the concentration of the product on the top of the colirin
inoreses further. This is followed by another period of
circulation across tho top.

This intermittent circulation between the bottom and
the top is continued until the reservoir roaches the
ocontration desired. It is then replaced by another
ocitainer end ie process is repeated0 The advantages of
the system are in the fact that individual )ilkinga or
product withdralo are not necessary. The cylinder is
changed whene’or necessary saving a great deal of time in
rack operation. The two methods aeem to give comparable
results with the tc oixoultion thod having possibly
a slipht advantage. Details of the procedure are gIven
in the section on Product Withdrawal Methods,

b. Int.erznjttent Circulation Method

Another variation on the standard procedure of rack
operation is based on a possibility tt the circulation
procos disturbs the action of the column It is a
modification of the normal method in that instead of
allaxing the circuit to circulate at all tis exoopt
when product is being withdra, the circuit is frozen
off approximately half the time.

The method coneists of merely freezing off the rack
after circulation has been established and letting the
columns operate. Intermittently, then, the circuit is
allowed to circulate and bring fresh material into the
columns bLjt en is frozen off again0 This baa bean
tried but no evalu*tion of the method has yet been obtained.
There is evidena that when a rack is started up after a
shut-down it is ell to start the circulation and than
freee off t circuit for several hours before attempting
to withdraw products
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FOR JETAILED EMERCBNCY IN5TRUCTIOIS SEE SECTIO1 G

Ii, designing ooIu tits and eonrieotizi lines, o of the
principal onsidertics has been to limit the flow nioh could oour
in the event of a dofeotive cnneotjon or brea of a lirie. A
minimum size of orifice is required in order to permit proper iroul—
ation in the various convective loop8 axt it is this factor which
rovents decrease in the size of the connecting lines. As a result
of exper ion cc to date some tiates can be made concerning the rats
at which mtorial can escape in the event of varioue breaks occurring
on the raok

One of the factors in the escape of the material is the
tremdous compressibility of the iterial at the conditions of
operation. At 1600 pozids pressure the process fluid is compressed
about three time a much as a perfect gee would be undGr those
conditions. This iieane thit the tendoy for the iiaterial to escape
is a reat deal more than even the pressure would ee to indicate.
Fo this reason, a small break seems to be quite lre.

Rate of qpe of Material

!f a break occurs at the top of the rack vdth all interoolumn
connectors froz the loss will not exceed 4 Th8. a minute. Xf the
freezers are open the rats of loss will not exceed B lbs. a minute
These figures of course, refer to unrerbrioted flow through a ooluir
tit or throtgh a 1/16” I.D, nickel line ihich hss broken completely
in two. If the tlt is partially capped, flow will be considerably
less and in most cases Will not tcral rrre than 1/2 lb. per minute0

In the event of a break at the bottom of the rok the
quantity lost will depend on the location With respect to inooiing
conduit lines, end also upon the diameter of the conduit lines being
employed. In the worst, case, namely a break or an open conduit line
tit, the rate of loss will be in the neighborhood of’ 6 lbs. per minute0
For a partIally capped open the loss is probably of the order of’ 1/2 lb.
per minute.

General Prooeduro

In determining the procedure to be employed in the event
of a material break much depends on an estimate of the rate at which
the sterial is escaping and it quality. During the initial period
of starting up it is most i.’portant to keep equipment in operation.



Therefore, when reaks oour operators should attempt to disturb
other systerns as little a posaible It is possible to shut the
steam off the rack but this does not usu1ly even ueed to be
contemplated.

WIth expeenc operators vrill gain the ability to estimate
the rate of loss vthih is ooourrin in a break and will recognize
that a comparatively sll amount of material produces a great desi
of smoke In the event of ‘t breaks particularly those due to
inoo1ete capping of th tits the procedure should be designed to
isolate the ooluri or part that is leaking froa the rest of the
steta, Thjg can be aooolished by freezing the intercolurnn
connectors and ooils Xf the break should happet to be in the conduit,
then, the storage tanks should be frozen off and the break Isolated0
It 2 possible to flood the conduit but this procedure is not
considered advisable in any extent as it is alot certain to break
some of the lines In the conduit hjoh have nter jal in them. This
effects the whole oonduit system. Agein, let it be 5aid that this is
to be done only on the express direction of the Technical Superintendent0

It might be added tt personal safety is more important
than the niateria1 lost. n any case of an emergenoy, the operator
should not exoose himself unduly hut the Safety Deparnant has made
adequate safeguards for the safety of the operator0 By follcrning
the procedures set up in this maal and adequately safeguarding
himself there ahould be no possibility of harm oong to an operator0

l0 Ctroi Room nd Ctro1_Devices

The control room is used primarily as an office or hoad
quarters for the rack crew0 It. is wall to mow ithat the various
deices ar for control Purposes, and kat the limits of operation
are in their operation. The fo1loing table lists the devices that
are oheckd by the Operations Deparrnt but doe not include
numerous control devicee around the plant which are t responsibility
of the other Departmsntu of the organization:

Li1tsofNor cmto Notify
. - 0peratIi of Abnormality

Gauges
5 pound teain 5-9 p.8.1. Steam DepL125 pound steam 90—150 p.s.i. Steam Deptas-up water 50-80 p.s .i. Steam Dept.Column discharge temperature 150-1600 F. Rack Foreman1000 pound steam 950—1050 p.s.i. Steam Dept.Ciro. water suction IO.20 pei. Steam Dept.Ciro. water discharge l5—30p,aj. Steam Dept

Table continued on next page
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Limits of Nor1
Ope ratirm

Whom to Notify
of Abriormiity

Cotro1 Devioe

Roorder
Therm000upleEJ 3O045O F. Rok ?ore”n

. 40400a F
Overboard Wctr 015O .p.in./1O iaok Foiean
Flaw
—--———————-----—--—

tunolators Drops (13u or 8iia1)
Raek Pia1
Three phQ pov3rf€i1ure Teoh. Supt.

Stei Dept
Top inanif old ;eaporature hi Rack Fore
L0w3r x i2fold teperatui low Raok Foreiin
?uro ir preaur low

Plant P0i
ak tr pr&ur low Steam Dt.

Fcge-ef ws.te low Stoam Dpt0
Prooes gteani failiwe Steam Dept

—-—————-——————————

See Dwg. No0 946
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‘e purpoce o[ etmUng e to ‘au a eiieU amiot o
nateriai oit o the ooln or ea1e fL ord::’ tiat it Hit
to the brato’ for the C1&;C1ii ion of th antrotion
product et that tLuie, It ic e2stal that e i:pa he a tru
reprertto f th condit,on et the t2ine t ic ek and
a true repreeitation of th average ear cerrtrtion in the part a
the behi raauçp1ed or t)e reaoa reat care emit b. ker
to get a good eap1e and at the re time ot .nterupt the opeatiai
ci’ th rack 5rnp1e a.y be aki frori the ts and bo t,ne o f
either tbrur. enter tite of th oo1ns or hroiç k€ in
fluid iine 1a- y be tat. from apries ind the

hi Ia ihere i orn atm in th tee icuei ue a
obtain riaterle3,. om the bottoue nd the of coln! i
the foflo’srin,g erps shouid bo t&:w hen Ling colme of
operation circLt

a flaae ths f1ii pr sure on the ey3teo to 1500 *und.

b Freea off ttt to b ad b’ applying dry tea
e1ainM in Section A lrt 9

c Te Leiheimer ca oneh& to oi tur

d Erea £cial bet,en erro1e of the cp nd the irfl by
tdtkg the

113q aid tel irpur f a
frozen lug eztits 1y a 12. aou& o fumea wJl
pe and tb.t will tih La auant.itr to a

no is

f Wfle etiLl dr ice an
ma be eo lete],y taken of and the eamplü tube tan.vt
OL ‘2be operator should e4tereie great caa to h3 ead
thai the t ttiz3g j on ixe1y e not

rfe tit is nex r roien y appLying a gentle r5Th

nor fls fit thn end 5’ the tit o’ard
co1i and a1o the etire length of t.e
tit eercisi’ig care that %o fXee doec not linga fa
any period of tine on one pot. he opeator can
detriiie if rnaterial hac fY.oied into tho c1eanout
tube by feeling an nceae in the tperature of the
tube or by feeiüag c.he shc,k a the fluid udden1y fills



The Ut should. sain be fros oft as above and thesaeple tube carefully removed. Th, cap should bere;laec4 and varmed he opwator should. bo re thatthe Ut has varmed up before he leaves the, vicinity inorder that he me1y be certain that no lealc develops atthe connection. The sam;le tube should. be examined tosee If lit contains reteria1 using a small wire to miiiaif there is material jn tub O n&iy0 it isfouad that either due be the resenoe of fresh air in thecolusu or to improper technicue on the part of the operatorthere is no material in the tube. Thi leads to comli’caUons when the sample goes to the laborator.

I. In ail cases the saale with he sample record cardshould ineLiate1j be taken to the Materials Sectionfor S iamission to the I*bor.to’.
2. plinthrouz a

Semplin throu a installed in the circuit just beforeor just after the corwectors has for i be rpeae the obtaining Ofeaml.e of the terta3. in the storage tat* before theroceee fluidban had a chance to get mixed up with the material in the columns.in these procedures the technique is esseatiafly the oame ai for thecolumns. The steps are as foflows

a. When a sele is to be takmn frees. off the beingvery careful that it is a4equate’ frosen off,
b. Attach a sample tub, to lb. “ following the procedureouUiaed above,

c, Rat th se.u318 tube with the onssu rner earefullyto drive out some of the material into it.

d. cool the sample Sub. with dry ice.

e. Carefully fresee off the

f. Disconnect the sampl, tube and. cep off the gaiuehei So ke sure a eanple we obtained.

3, top crcu3.*jo sqsm.

The technique of sampling this type of circuit is notparticularly different from the techniques used on amy circuit but thereare some generalisatione that can be mada as to the ehed.ulo of samplingS.

°n. lop sample from each end. of each circuit per tisntyJourhrs beginning with the third day of operation on each rnn shouldbe sent to the Laboratory, These ar• in addition to the samples to betaken just arter the itart of the first top circulation period.



tie arpIee bth fi,o hó to sitii be obtained duringtb ti that ctrcItu it po ero the t aze the ezul of te eiroulstion riø&; e ilar1’0 the btto um1eU be taken dxri the otroul tio &oro the botio In thiit will b o:stb1 to evaiua;e the average behaviiv of the co1nirt eiz’ci1eting etem

tet rEcutio ebeald b eted. to eent abZ& Cñr the :.e1ai7 hm kito ip1e8

The eamie ,ouid te more rereaentative of the circt1atinfluid it the tt froii sibich the XU &Fb vn is aitirnately cooledth dry ice and heated a ew times beere akin the san;le

i

Wh sapling a container also the sentia.l tedaqatl1owe the geeraa plan outlined above. Rowever more care riuet betaken to inre tha materiel is aotia11y aseed over into the aletube. This is necsitated by the f&ot that the eesure iniheoolun is 1!SOO pou4a J;5r square inch aM that 8sTelope4I br hoati.the ceule is much salier than this reesue. The procedure is thesa cept that the cotsinar ‘tst be heated to drive oier theThis ie ueally dono b7 immes.ng the osse in hot water thus1firi the atrai and. gsting a more ropreeentativq sample. Thee1e t.ube are tented with a wire or weighed, on a sensitive scalesto acerta.in whether or not a sample has essed over. V

5,

In this sie ei a the basic teehnique used. is the same as inthe other es where saiules are tak The as&s, hovever mabe differeit when it conies to points *1.Oh st be. watched caretily,Ir the tnsfer rooiu extremely great ears et be taken xot to ha’ethe sUitest possibility of having Vma:teriel
break since the qjautities,yxvo1ved. are so large.

V

The sampling of a seals tamk is not an ezceptioally commonocwrenoe since soiething of the same inforiat ton may be atned br thesampling tbro’ax “Ts properly placed in the circuits It is sometimegnetessary ti sainle a tarLk which is not in osration. I such cawathe tank is aissd to a material reseur of only a few htindred poiux6san the simple tube plafled o. tho tit. Th ¶it is carefully haatWiaaL the sample reOV7ed,
V

lit some eo where the tank bas stood. for some time and.little is kavn about the conditions of the tanks it might b desirableto flame aut the tUe before warming the taz& p. This should be doneCarefully wiuh the rnk cold, l’ can be tlasd ba nearly to themain body of materi3.. tsnk cefl thUzL be capped off ad varmad. up‘Ih€ aple will thea probably be more a’eprwntatiTe of the taterialin the tank.
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he enrichment trend of the pot is then plotted to ge the
oveza11 ;icttr. of the progress of the pot On the basis of
the trend eoeibablished an estimate of coripleflon of the potis made The estimate i revised with each eubsequent assay
and a proeea rating” based on a soven day obJectiv i s
determtned Phi estimate 2. e based on a seven clay schedule
so if five days is ).redicted the pot, i said to be tio ü’sahead of schedule0 This zese rating is Used as 5 check
on the behav2.or of each pot

Another function of the ICS is o act as a ‘iaison beti
the suly of capsu1es the oapac4ty of the loratory to
handle the samllee and the number of crcu1te operating to
regulate the flow of product through the withdraial and
ebipping eteps

0n the basis of the stu6y of performance charaotcrtst2.csas evidenced in assay control charts product resoval is
milker yield reaords and product indices the C3 also makeo
recommendations to operation personnel as to minor adjustmentsin milking rates uh as double milking on occasion skipping
a daily milking for “week” oirmi2.ts installation of No0 31capsules instead of No0 23 c eul,s9 and any modification o £
the circuit retenis It is also their reporieibilit’ to
follow up the effect on the assay and quantity of product
reu1tiug from such chanee as are adopted by the ationsDjyjio

The rrothwt Control Section, ii consu tatio n dth the
Superintendents, is responsible for sobedul2.ng of all product
removal and expediting of all the factors incident to schedulingand efficient removal of the product0

so

The oldest and simplest method of withdrawing product is
that which is usually called single column Uing” since itis izet a withdrawal of product from each of the cltmns that
are operating This is usually done iu a No 9 capsule since
it is inadvisable to withdraw more thai this amnint to avoid
pitobing The method was uod before a satisfactory method wasdevised for withdrawing across the top of a circuit end is stilloccasionally used when there are numerous plugs that cannot
be located in the top of the circuit0 It has largely’ been
supplanted by one of th, other methods which are ectdinglyless tinzconstmin than this0 It is usually more aintageous
to spend some time locating and clearirg the circuit on top
than to use this methods



b orijtho

iie i a refinement of the previous method in that ipeimit the mi1kin of the whole circuIt at one time 14 isnecear)- of coiree0 that the tor of the c1rouI4 be freefrom plugs einoe the only- method. of knosing whather or noitho circuit has been milked is the pr esure veriation obtainedat the ends of the monorail or top of th circuIt

The ciroit is uoually raised to a pressure of 1600 pcundsor higher as noted. by- two gauo on the ds of the cirouiton top. The circuit Is then fren on the bot.om and ‘2nfoenon the top and. a capsule is attached to any- colusi in theeireuit but preferably one near the ner of the grop.After reading and recording the presee on the gauges on theends of the ctrcuit the operator unreezes the H.t and allows thematerial to flow into the psule. i is freqiiently advisableto let. the material pass through a rerictor coil to avoidtoo sudden a drop in tIat comma. Thi is a length of nicoltubing with fine nickel wire inserted le restrict the rate offlow into the capu3.es.

It probably is not necesasry to uso the restricto coilwhen the milking is dens with a. 23 ctmlee but it Isadvisable o use such a soil befos attempting to use anycontainer larger than th No. 23. Th torisl will usuallynil the container in a few minutes aftor ihicb the gaugesshould again be read and recorded., There ithould be a drop
in the neighborhood of 100 pounds whsn the No. 23 capsule
is used. eM a drop of about. 150 pouiIs wha the No. 33. apsleis us sd., jg,p

If one of the gauges does nI respad the eiruit. isprobably plugged. between the material contaner and that nd
of the circuit. The container is resved b freezing the tIt.The circuit is frozen on the top and. ;!ter king certain that
the top is frozen the bottom is umfrcen, It is of highestimportance in all milking rocedurec ;hat a ctrou2.t may never
be unfrozen at the top and at the bottom,

1ie monorail method. seems to be oe of the i.ost and reliable
methods of getting the product withdriwn0 It is best carriedout by the use of freeze.eff coils ana a large coitainer rather
than by the individual draw..off method outlined eve, The
advantages of the method lie in the continuity of erformance
that can be secured., This is adapted to a’ of tho ‘ollowingtypes of withdrawal:

(i) Msnua.1 rethod.

(2) SolenoId valve method

(3) Can Timer method.0



The .nte11ation of the equipment. for thics ethcct will firetbe described ar. then ite oIeratioyi by the above mentoneci ethodwill be given

(1)

The te to be followed. in this are given in the foflowing oder The parts end equipment way be eeen o theaCcOfl1pan7ing diagram in Dwg 9..47 also see flwg. 9l3 and alsotheir final a rangement is shova

(a) rcve circiation across the top of the selected circu2.t

(b) Select a column nur the middle of the circuit.

(e) A4a to a No, 23 catsule a coper frese—off coil contz4n.in a restrictor and to the othr end of the capsule anothercopper reeseoff coil without hoever having bui1 into Itthe restrictor 6.evice Th restrictor coil Is retsred to asthe No4, 1. coil and the second coil is referred to as the No 2

Cd.) Make sure that the capsule freeze-off coil system has beenuelloond.itioned and will pass fresh air freel4,

(e) Lay the capsule with its froeseoff coils along side one ofthe 125 pound steam heating pip near the column to be milked0The ceeu1e should have the ends beat so that the capsule 1.
resting on a 30 angle with the horisoutaL

(f) Attach the free end of the copper coil z’eetrictor unit tothe column selected for mi1king

(g) Drill a small bole between these two steai pipes in thebottom of the duct so that the stem c’ a NOq 120 cZinder willprotrod.o through it vhen the cylinder is placed in a ertiealition inside its steam heating coil on the sincU scales

(Ii) Attach to the top end of the t 120 capsule the free endof the second copper freese.off coil.

Ci) Connect the upper end of the ctam coil to the 5 poundsteam line0 using surgical latex tubIng for the final connectionbetween the copper staia line and. the steam heating coil

Ci) Make sure that the No 120 oapsuls is free to mo’e in avertical direction without rabbing

(Ic) Connect the water inlet of the first treeseoff coil
(coil Ne. 1) to the bottom of the water lines0 These lines arereferred to in the diagram as 1A4, WA.2 and WA4,3 and th stand.by water lined
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The WA is used since it may furnish either watec or air
depending on which solenoid vale is open hea these v&vs
ar being used The top line of the four which formeri as
a cemresesd air line as been changed over a water line which
is not controlled by a solenoid valve. Ph second from the
tap is labeled. W.l end so on to the bottom line which is

(1) The oxit end. of the water line of coil No, 1 should be
connected to a ripe leading to a drain. Tho inlet end. of
coil No. I should also be connected through a P to line
Wl.

Cm) The water inlet end of the water line of coil No, 2
should be connected to WA2 which is the second pipe from
the bottom of the four pipe water-air syteu

(xi) By moans of the “T also cozznect the inlet water pipø of
Coil No., 2 to the top of the air line.

(o) Thø water suply for the top intercolinui connetor
should be taken from the highest of the three water pipes

(p) By means of a “Ta also connect the inlet water line of
intercolumn connectors to the top stand by water line.

(2) ionof1istemwitbFreoff

Th first capsule must be drawn off with oars. Etabih
the monorail with pressure at 1700 pounds. Keep connection
between coil No, 2 and. the No. 120 capsule plugged with a
fitting. Nook apparatus into moncrail unfreese coil No, 1
leaving coil No, 2 frosen. After material has entered the
system connect to the No. 120 ar4 then freese off coil No., 1..
Unfreeze coil N 2 and distil over. When material is in the
sete normal operation may- begin but be sure and do not
f1me coil No.. 2 as it will not retain enough material to keep
a plug formed the next tim3 th circuit is mi1ked

The schedule for normal operation may be followed
approximately as foflows

(a) Time 0 minutes: Build pressure up to 1700 pound.1 then
freeze bottom..

(b) Time 10 minutes: Shut off water on top ICCø on all of
the circuit by closing water valve on WA..i. Iurge with air from
the air line if it is available for 30 B€OOfld.Sç, then shut off
the air. This will allow XCCc to unfreese quickly.



E .

Cc) ri1e 20 inutea urn water off coil . I by in
valve o 3, rs pith air for 30 ecor4 f nvsniett
and shut off a$.r (coil No. 2 tihould have water f1oin
through it.) Gawe will dro. when the cpaula fi1le 1h i
m take ac lone a 15 niinutee.

Cd) ‘imo 4O iuee: Freeze oft cofl.e No, 1 end g3
Unfreece bottom ICCe and reeetablieh cireulation, Untrens
coil. No, 2 by ehutting off water valve from 2. flre with
airs ehut off the air,

Ce) ima miautes Material will dietill over in a tow
minutee after coil No, 2 unfreecee but 20 minutee is alicwsd
or being certain, Preece coil No. 2

If no sample comes over check the eancitivity of thø
sorLies, If the gauge dropped on the end of tie c1rcaii (top)
the material has come aYer and this i the best tst to
asoertain that the eontaiue te full. ?ailtzre to distill
over cr to fill the capsule does not usually occur when
adeqiate time is allowed.

Meke very certain that the operator records the ronil’e
of each dratt.off on the rack sheet. Take off the No, 120
cau1e eoh day so that there will be no oseibility of
attemting to milk into full capsule without knowing that
it te full.

(3) LtionsorerationoftomaticMiin

Meet of the racks can be operated b ansof the tog.le
swtchoe which are in the control room, They control the
solenoid valvos at tho top of the rack through which water
or air flow. The top line of the b waterair system lines
as was mentioned before is a standby water line,

(a) J?rsee off the bottom of the rack (unless othervis
alteredr. the whole rack is frosen oft at the bottom at
the same time,) by turning the tole switch which will
cause cold, water to flow through WiL2 that through
coil No, 2 and the otto interco]umn connectors.

(b) Thaw the top of aU circuits turning the toggle switch
on WA4 o that air flows through the top of th6 intercolumn
onnectore.

(a) Wait 20 minutes.

Cd) Turn the toggle switch which win cause air to paee
through 4A.3 This thaws coil No. I

(e) Wait 20 minutes,



(r) Trip the tele evitchee Oil W1 O that th air i
off and then the water im turned ozi Thie freece coil 1ol
and the top intero1umn connectcr

(g) Thair the botta of the circuit by tripping the toggle
witehe on WA2 which trne off the oold weer and turns
on air through coil NOa 2 and the bottom of the intercolefl
onnectore

(h) Shii off the air flaying thogh WL.2

(j) Wa 15 ndnube.

(j) CIeck to cee whether the aaalee on which the No 120
cylinder ret5 hae gained in weit

Wh.i the colenoid alve are in operation th whole rack
oai be troen off by preeing the freea-off button below
the ewichee in the control roan or the freoaff tton
on the top a. bottom ends of the rack

X caoe man1 operation ie deeired for a particular
oircuit, close all the valvea on the lower three piee WA40
2 and 3 on that loops both top and bottom and control the flow
of iater through the mt rcorwtui coxineotora freeze—off lines
by means of valvee on the p ripe lie

() o fø

_________

This is esential1y a roblea whieh i wo$.ed out in
cooperation with the inSruznent Departments Thia ic aimpLy
an arrangement of the cern-timer device which auto icLly
eisitchos the solenoid valve in thø orde7 given for solenoid
o1*ration Zt consiat of a cloe devte which. goes through
a. cycle of four hor and allowa a certath set of switchee
to be thrown for a certain part of the cycle and t hen auto..
matically throws snothe: set for the next step .n the ape:aUon

he olrle on which the timer operates is one which rune
for toni’ hours The actual milldng part of the cycle rune for
43 inutac and is divided up as given in the following tables

tart of Goose

0 minutes Water on bottom0 N 2 coil
6 mimxtes Water off top

+ 6 -f- M.rontop
Air off top

(contiuxei on next page)



of Cycle

1/2
6—3/4
9.41tZ
15-4/2
153f)
17-4/
17—1/2

Wer off No.1 coil
Aj o Not, 1 coil
Mr off No 1 coil
Water on No, I coil
fater on top
Water off 2otto Oa 2 coil
Air on bottom coil
Air off botto No 2 ocil

20—1/2
21
22

142
)43
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(1)

I the Rai* 9 method of operation the ro6iot ic collected
in a high preeeire ehippiag ‘1inder at tbø top 0±’ the rack by e 1ow
proceee of cir i1atioa ecroee the top of the eironi% into and out of
the cy1inder n. the material in the iilk can baa been brout
to the daired atate0 the can to removed and ahippod ave

A the milk cane have but two ealvea each0 and ae only two
cane per aok cen be metalled in the armored ccmpartmenta or

doghouaea the top oirc1ation oyatemc of the rack muet be divided
into two parto inatoad of fours Prthermoro convoctor loopc
normally two per circuits muet be beaked into each circuit in order
to provido tho pumping rreeatwe required to canoe the proooeo fluid
to flow acroee the top of the colurnne through the milk can a&L back
agaia

A Hoffman 1ew ledicator muet be alao metalled in each
circuit and tbermooou.pleo attached to a hot and cold tit co that
indication of circulation can be ebeerved and continneucly recorded;

The direction of circulation acroec the top of th rack
ehould be countercurrent to that at the bottom me the floi in all
of the bottom circuita ie from low column. nunibero to high, the top
cirenlalion honld be the reeroe, i,e from high to low colnnm
number e

a ideal circuit arrangement to illuetrated in Dvg. 9l
vhere it can be aeon that the convecter loops and flownietero for the
top and bottoni otremito are metalled at aeparate endo of the circuit,
Although it eay not always be oseible to reproduce thia circuit
ezactly0 nevsrtbWieee the attempt ahould be niacte bocauce of the
following advent ageem

(a) The milk can can be filled from the top of the column
and. the material tr’aneterred. from the scale tanik to the bottom of the
coluene without the necessity of going through amy convoctor loops.
This nieaxie that the recistance to flow viii be the least poaible and
that the time required to fill the milk can the shorteat poseible,
something greatly to be desired0

(b) There are no convector loops in the middle of the circuits
thue aeeiu’ing (theoreticafly) that the total resistance to flow in
filling the top milk can viii be the earns irrespective ef She column
up which the material flows Henøe mu equal amount of fluid should be
removed from each column0
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(e) The flovmeters STe CO arranged that it I e easr b7freezing off at the to between Colrnns 2 and 3 at the bottom betweenolumne 49 and 50, to force all the fluid which flows into the il1ccan to pass thxoni the flowaete*s. B making readings of weightlost from the scale banks evy minute the rate of flow throi theflovmeter cam be calculated. By observing at the sane ttie the tempera.bares indicated by the mercury thermometers the flowneter can bccalibrated,

However, in case circulation in either of the top o bottomcircuit is insufficient (the test of inadeqiate obronlation is describedbelow), it may be neoeenaiy to install a third cc actor 100? in eachcircuit. The extra conveotor loops for the top and bottom OiTOUitGahoud). be selected from the same group so that the loops will bbtween the same columns. Otherwise the total reeicitanoe to flow infilling the milk cane will be different in different parts of thecircuit, thereby baking a different amount of materiel out ofdiffefeat colmsns.

The outer oobdu2.ts in each terminal boz and conveotorenumbered 2 and 3 should be used as thay hare larger ID’S than theothers. Th total rasintanoe to flow should be reduced to a miima.

(2) jOjnoum.

(a) 1g Ja° Ae special fittings are required,the initial coauwationa of the two steam hoses to each milk can shouldbe rrad.e by maintenance. The milk can should. first be placed. on theswinging platform, the steam hoses connected ad then the can swunginto position,

A will be reemphasited below, the steam pressure on thecan should be held. constant at 5 p. s.i. Tho Rack Foremen shouldsatisfy themselves that the pressure reducing valve, the steampressure gauge and the pop.off valve are all in good. workingooadtUoxi The rubber steam hose might blow out or off if the steampressure were allowed to rise to 150 p.s.i., but much more serious,the milk can might, and undoubtedly would, explode if it had beenfilled with material at the 5 p.s.i steam pressure, The Rack Forewshould also make sure that the steam trap is not plugged and he shouldwarn his crew members to guard continually ag’insb the backing up ofcold water into the steam jacket of the milk can. A dangerous situationwould be created if the milk can were allowed to cool down while incontact with the rac thus filling up with excess material.

(b) Material nneo4gns. On each milk can there are twovalves, one marked on the can near the base of the valve with enand t he other with an meaning long and. short, respectively.The can should be hooked up to the rack so that materiel flows into thecan through the short valve and. out the long valve, although this ismob a very iortant detail.
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rnach erotest valve has to have an ad4ter attached to it
and made tight using a coer washer. The ad.aters should be
installed by Ballon’s Department. The rack crmt, however, should
make stirs that the nickel threads on the adapter are in good c*ndition
The nickel threads on the male tita at the end of the conduits leading
from the rack should also be inspected. An unnecessary amount of time
of many good men in the plant has been spent struggling with pOcr
material fittings, struggles which might be eliminated by a little
preparation in advance. Before conneottn the link lines to the milk
can and after t he milk can has become hot eraàk each Kerotes ralve
to make sure that material fumes can blow out; in other vord that
the valves are not plugged. The valves should be connected to the
conduits using the shortest standard length link lines, Rowcr’er,
before connecting up the pot for the first time, circulation across
the top of the circuit should be proved by attaching a jpe’ between
the ends of the two conduits and observing the Hoffman flowmeter for
indications of flow0

Zn freezing off the conduits between the rack and the milk
can two important considerations should be kept in mind:

(i) Water flowing through one conduit might back up through
the common drain into the eteam jacket of the other milk can with
possibly disastrous results.

(2) Moisture wifl andense on the conduits running down
onto the nickel tits, covering the lw,kenheimer joints with water,

To avoid both of these undesirable situations, allow water
to flow through a conduit only just long enough to freeze oft. Then
shut off the water. The materiel wUl stay frozen, but the conduit
will warm up to the point where no moisture will condense; further
more, as there is no flow of water, there will be no water pressure
causing water to back up the cannon drain into the steam jacket of a
milk can.

(a) A thermometer should be strapped by means of friction
taps to one of the handles of the milk can or inserted into a
thermometer well.

(3) Transf,m Oratlons

The Rack 9 method operation simplifies Transfer Boom
procedures as it requires that a scale tank be filled with material
only once before complete depletion and enpiying. At the start of
each run, the tank to be used on a circuit should be filled with
1420 pounds of fresh material, of this approximately 70 pounds will
be used in filling the milk can, leaving 350 pounda as the working
weight of material. It is iportim1 that fresh process fluid of
zero depletion be used..
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Wh, the material in the milk can has been brooit mp to par,
the 350 poundz in the scale tank ii nearly 3.00 depleted and shOnid
be rejected before starting another run.

Tharing the filling of the milk can a record of the weight
should be made every aiimzte As soon as the wqight has become constants
the Rack ‘oremau should be notified without delay.

Otherwise from the abo’e dotat1s the operation of thu
Transfer Room does not differ from the usual prooodu?G.

(b) ?ilhim the Milk n

(a) Thaw the bottom of the circuit and the froeseoff coil
connected to the column nearest to t he scale tanks, such as Column 3. of
Figure 1.

(b) Freeze the coil eonueoted to column farthest from the
scal• tank.

(c) Thaw the conduits to the milk cane but keep the Eerot,est
valves closed,

Cd) Thaw the top of the circuit

Ce) When the top is completely thawed, crack the Keroteeb.
valve which is connected to the colum nearest to the milk can,

() Dy means of the taive adjust the flow of material into
the can to as high a value as possible without pitching.

(g) A5 soon as flow Stops, quickly freese off the top of
the circuit.

(h) Open both ICeroteat valves as far as possible.

Ci) Record in the Log Book a detailed description of the
filling procedure, stating whether or how long pitching has occurred;
also record the length of lime the top and bottom have bien
sianitaneously thawed, whctbr any leaks occurred, etc.

() Sit e1eio; V

the milk can has been filled from the tops of the
columns, the average concentration of the desired component in the
milk can will be greater than the concentration at the tops of the
column; hence, the fiz’st step should be to freeze the top and to
allow circulation to proceed aaron the bottom just as soon as the
milk can becomes full. Circulation across the bottom should continue
for 2 honi’s before beginning the intermittent top and. bottom
circulation cycle.



At the end of this 2b hour period circulation should. then be started.
across She top, but care should be taken to take samples for assar
at the top ends of the circuit after about 15 minutes, of circulaflom
so that the initial state of the fluid. in the milk can will be known.

(6) Roitine Osrattng. roced.e

A5 the present time aok 9 is being operated. using the
automatic cam.4iixaor inechenism to give alternate periods of top and.
bottom circnlattm The cans are set e as to t4ve roughly 50 of
k hours circulation at the top and 3S ef Z4 hours circulation at the
bottom, ‘he óptimima ratio of the two has not yet been debermined. but
the latest results seem to indicate that this ratio is satisfactory
provided that the circula.tLea rate is high enough.

The rate at which the desired component, call it z, is
transferred to the high pressure milk can depends directly on three
tbings

(a) Th. rate at whih x is brought to the bottom of the co1unn

(b) The rate at which the coiwaus transport z to the tep

Ce) The rate at diidz x is washed. out of the top into the
milkean.

ttem (b) is a function of the column condition, and. steam
eondition Xtom (a) arid (a) d.eend upon the rate of flow along the
bottom and, top ot the columns and. on the difference in concentration
of the material between the first and last co.umn in the nircuit,
Ef this difference is high, the circulation rate is low, vhUe a iore
rapid flow will lower the difference in concentration between the
first and last columns in the oircuit Thus, by determining the
difference in concentration of material between these first and lant
columns an indinat2.on of the rate of f1øi’ can be obtained, On Rack 9
it was found that two conveetor loops in She top and. bottom of each
circuit were not enou to keep down the difference in concentration,
so a. third coaveeter loop in each oirontt was ,nsts11e& This helped
to reduce the difference in concentration from about 5 points o 2
or3.

When the difference in assay between the first and. last
columns become greater than 2 or 3, the circulation rate should
be increased,

On Raok 9 steam has been used instead. of air to purge the
water from the freese.off lines in order that circulation could be
established as rapidly as possible. the steam has a cooling
effect on the tat erooluina connectors once circulation has been
established. (lowering the temperature from about 150°C. so 1200C,),
thus decreasing the rate of flow,



7cr this reason the Lack 9 w has been in the habit of turning off
the steem b7 means of the toggle switches as soon as the thermocouple
record 2llLliOatSS a good circulation. he toggle switch tiat be
turned on again before the beginning of th. next thawl.ng period. The
use of steam does not seen to offer enough advantage to make it worth.
whil, to install it on other racks.

Although the Rack 9 method req.ires less wk on the part of
the crew members0 it places on th a greater responsibility for
oontIzui.aU7 watching and maintaining the performance of the rsdc. If
circulation stops or is 6.ersased for aiq Teasone of if pitching or
iMercolumu communication ocours not only viii the columns not
°6.•12.ver the geods’ but more serious, the good material which has
been oollected in thø milk can may b•come lost, in this wa several
past days product anti performance may be ruined in addition tø the
time reiuired to rebuild the columns to a good. condition,

The tiiae required under optimum conditions to build a
milk can up to pare starting from scratch is not yet known because
of lack of sufficient information at this time0 Lovever, an upper
limit of 10 days can be set; that ii, if a milk cn on a oituit
cannot be bronght up to par every ten days, the rack is not being
rnanag’ti properly. The minimum time may possibly be seven days at
least seven days 5.. the goal we should shoot at,

Th, duties of the various crew members can be divided as
toUows

(a)

(i) Z•ep constent watch of gauges and continuous
records0

(2) Keep special watch of thermocouple record to make
sure that circulation is proceeding satisfactorily,
and that circuits are frozen on schedule,

(3) Keep watch of thermocouple temperature of thsrma
couple abt’che.d to base of column0 This tempera.
ture indicates the constancy f the steam conditions.
If temperature is erratice the Rank ?oreman should
be notified and steps taken to etabilise the
condensate level.

(b) toRa3aj.

(i) Keep constant watch of steam condensate level valve.
If notion is erratic, have the automatic mechanism
r.adjuetei by th• instrument man,

(2) Keep watch of temperatures on flowrneters to make mu?.
that good circulation is maintained during the peFlod
for bottom circulation,



(b) ott Back $wi

(3) Ke; wateh of the freez.-.off water &uirlsig the
period for the bottom to be fresen off.

() tee; watch of the material pressure gauges to make
mu’s that the pressure, especially during the period
of top circulation, is not dropping dangerously
close to the pitching level.

(5) 0nce per shift, during the top circulation, readings
of the material. pressure should be made every
30 geoond.s over a 5 minute period in order to check
the constancy of operating conditions. heea read.
ings should be recorded in the Log nook,

(6) A watch for material leaks should be maintained.

(7) Keep watch ci duct and. conveotor steam temperatures
and occasionally check performance of convector and
duet steam traps.

o)

Ci) Watch the temperature of the high pressure milk can.
I is most imortant that this does not ‘ar7.

(2) Watch end control the steam pressure on the milk can.

(3) ke a’e that the op—off valve is always in good
functioning condition.

(1i) Make sure that the steam trap to which the milk can
is attached is always hot.

(5) Watch for material lea1e (occasionally leaks should
be tested by using a unsen flame).

(6) Make sure that the conduits to the milk can are
always hot, and when necessary to freeze them off,
that no water backs up the common drain into the
steam Jacket of either iot.

(7) Keep a watch of temperature on flovmeter o make
sure that good circulation is maintained during
the period of top oirculation.

() Keep watch of the freeze..off water during the period
for the top to be frozen off.
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(7)

(a) Oie top sample from each end of each circuit per2 hours beinnng with the third day of operation on each ran,
sent to Ieboratory No. 1. These are in addition to the iples
to be taken just after the start of the first top circulation
period.

(b) % other special samples Bend to Laboratory 2.

The samples from the top should be taken during the timethat circulation is proceeding acoes the top and. preferably n€arthe end of the circulation period; similarly the bottom samplesshould be taken during circulation across the bottom0 In this wayit will be possible to evaluate the average behavior of the columnand circulating s’stem.

?he groatest precaution should be exerted to prevent aa material break during the sampling periods particularly whentaking top samples.

The sample would be more representative of the circulationfluid if the tit from which the samples is drawn is alternately cooledwith dry ice and heated a couple of times before taking the eample

The et iii the procedure of removing th milk can !17
be listed as foUows

(a) Preese off top of rack,

(b) (Tics5 Kerotest valves on milk can.

(c) T-rn off 5# steen on steam 3acket to the milk can.

(d) roee conduits from rack to milk can by turning freeze-off
water on conduits,

(e) After freeze-off water has cooled oond’aite to room temper
tureb turn ofJ çeze-off water.

(f) W.th dry ice freeze off link lines and. adapter between
conduits and milk can and diconnoct link lines tom
adapter6

(g) Ga both link lines and adapter.

(ii) Swing out milk can and disconnect steam lines. Th5 milk
can is now ready’ for delivery to Ballous Department.
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(9) e UQjjizd. Do&t

(a) Unless abeo1ute1’ necessary, do not change the steam
pressure on the jacket of the milk can or the temperature of the milk
can under any circumstances,

(b) Zf the temperature of the milk can must be changed1,
change it &urin the lop circulation period with s. constant vatah
on the material steuwe in the columns. D not allow the matria1
prosaure to fail below 11100 or to rise above 1700 ps$.

(a) In filling the top milk can keep the top and bottom
circuits thavei the minimum amount of time.

(d) Make sure that the tare weights of an empty milk can
are known before metalling the can on the rack.

te) Crew members should not turn any freeze—off water or
steam valves without uoti4ing the Rack remen who chould oheck to
see that the correct valves are being turned. few minutes spent
checking an operation of this kind ma save days spent trying 1i
recover lost gound,
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Section F., Operation Records System

l Rack Circuit Reoord

a, !ast8r Circuit Diagrams

(1) Purrose of Diacrams

The purpose of the diarams is to provide all Information
pertinent to the condition of the columns, convectors and
conduits, the arrangement of circuits and the disposition
of instruments on the rack for the use of the rack crew
in an intelligent operation of the rack; and to provide a
permanent record of rack cirouits and condition for management
and the Technical Divi ion.

(2) Procedure ir Use of Diagrams

A new master circuit diarram should be drawn on the 0—8
shift on tionday and it will be used a a guide for the rack
crew during the following week. At the end of the week the
charts will be collected and filed as a permanent record,

The uster circuit diagrams should contain the following
information

(a) Condition of all oolunrie In the raok indicated by
the proper symbols0

(b) Condition of all conveotors hi the rack including
information as to those that have been conditioned,
those known to be bad, those that have been used and
subsequently taken out of service and those in use.

(c) Condition ofall conduits, indioated by the proper
symbols.

(d) Correct and complete circuit diagram, showing location
of all instrunnte, oonveotors, conduits and oolunms in
use and hook—ups between them. 2he location and type
of product renval equipment should also be uhown.

These diagrams should be kept constantly correct by ohangir
tho charts whenever changes occur on the rack. ?4henever a
change is iade on the diagram, a note of the change should
also be made in Writing the “notes” section of tho chart,
stating briefly the change made, together with the date and
time0
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Changes of rack circuits frcm one storage tank to another
should also he noted in the same place6

This infontion, and nothing else, should be contained
on the master oirouit diagrams.

b0 Rack Performance Record (Automatic Milker Method of Operation)

(1) Purpose of Record

To provide rack crews, management, and the Technical
Division with Information concernIng operation of the rack
used in determining the efficiency of reek operation, rate
at ‘iioh, product may be removed, and all other information
of interest in daily control of operation on the rack0

(2) Procedure in Use of Record

This record when completely filled out provides an
adequate daily record of the rack performance. On the left
edge of the record a t3i scale is provided, arid all entries
on the record should be relited to this time scale0 For eac
circuit on the ruek a section of four oolunzis is provided
arxl in these ooluzrns the following information should be
recorded:

(a) Miling

In the first oolunm all actual milkings from the
circuit In question ehould be entered. If the
milklngs are made with the regular autoTtio

milking arrangement, the milking is indiOated by
the letter “11” with an exponential number to
indicate the nuner of milkizigs that have been
transferred into the o0 120 oapsuleo For example,
)° indicates that three milkings through the small
No 23 cr Ito. 31 capsule have transferred into the
larger container6 If the milkins are made
manually into a small capsule, th should be
Indicated by the letter “U” also but with no
exponential number and with a note s to the capsule
number accompanying the “W’. Wh scheduled
milkings are missed for any reason this should also
be indicated by the proper symbol —— “P” for
pitching “0” for operational diffioulttes, “C”for
lack of circulation, “I” for into rooltmri air oul&tion,
or “X” for low assay.



The time at which the large Wa. 120 oaosule is
removed from the circuit, nd the number of the
capsule shld be noted in this column and when
rack sauplea are taken they should also be
entered here, with the sample number and ooli.mzi
number included.

(b) Product 0ontrol Syioi

The second ooluxrt is for the produot control
supervisors. Here they will enter their
instructions concerning milkings. This is the
only column on the record which is not the
responsibility of the rack records man.

(a) flours of Circulation

In the fourth ooluuzi space is provided for the
reporting of rack diffiou1tie, such as pitching,
intercolunri circulation, or losses. When
pitching or interoolunti circulation occur, their
duration should be indicated, and in the case of
pitching, the violence as shown by tie iraximum
overboard water flow during the peak’:of the
pitching, end the ooluxzia Involved, should also
be shown. en losses occur, the weight lost and
the location of the loss ahould be shown • All
salvage drawn off In capsules, and all product
other then that obtained by regular inilkings,
such as capsules removed from the p of the
rack in plug—hucting, should be entered in this
column. .naUy, all storace chamber changes
should be ahovei here.

At the top of the page, space is provided for
the reporting of the storage chamber in use and
the number of ooltmris in operation in each circuit.

Across the bottom of the report, space is provided
for the signatures a” the rack foremen on each
of the three shifts, indioatin that they have
chocked the record and have found it to be correct0

Tj5 report is made in duplicate. The original
is sent to the plant records office for use In
daily calculations for control pwposea. The copy
is kept by the product control supervisors for
their use in making decis ions on product removal,
and for the reference of the Technical Superintendents.
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o. perating Records (Rick 9 System)

(1) Purpose of Record

To provide a daily report of progress and perfozmancie
on racke operating by the Rack 9 system of top airoulation
to be used by managiit, the Technical Division end
Operations0

Each daily form will provide a record of the operttton
of ono rack0 It La divided into two sections headed
“front” and “backt1. “F’ront” refers to the low numbered
side cif the rack or columns 1—61 while the “back” refers
to oolms 62—102. Therefore the record will provide data on
two high pressure pOts.

At the top of each oolurri headed “front” or “back”
is a section for data on storage chamber in use9 the high
pressure pot inaber, circuit ni.mbers and total number
of eoltmia in service on the side of the rack in question.
This information should be filled in daily so that any
changes will be apparent.

The aan arrangement concerning the oircultion bar
that is now in use on the cycle chart has been utilized
in this record. However, instead of marking top and
bottom circulation in colors to differentiate between
theme it is asked that top circulation be marked by
shading with diagonal lines, and bottom circulation be
ahoi by tilling in with solid black.

On each aide of the circulation bar is provided apace
for recording incidents of rack operation. All samples
should be reported, giving the sample number and the
location from which the sairle was taken. Losses should
be indicated showing the weight lost and the place from
which the loe occurred0 Pitching and interoo1uzi
eiroulaticc, when they occur, should be shown, together
with the length of tiu involved, and, in the oaae of
pitching, the violence should be indicated by the nte
“light”, “moderate”, or “violent” or any other note
which the records n*n ny prefer.

At the bottom of the page is provided space for a
daily total of circulation hours. Top oiroulaticm hours
should be recorded on the top line and bottom circulation
on the bottom line. The cycle total of circulating hours
should also be carried in the space provided.



‘he “percent cc upletion” space seed not be filled
in by the rack ore’’, but will be failed in by the
product control su3rvisors on the copies they reoeive
The “days since po. change” should be filled in howevir,
by the records man indicating the total days elapsed’.—
whether operating :r not—since the last product was
removed

Space is provied at the bottom of the page for the
giatures of the firemen on the three sh1fts

The record should be made with two carbon copies
The original will be kept by the r.ek crew as t).eir
record of the proress of tho oyole The two carbons
v,ill be delivered to the plant o1fioe a 2430 each
day, as are the other milking recordeD One copy wifl
be kept there for the information of t.e Technical
Superintendents The other will be sent to the plant
records office, after the “peroezt completion” item
has been entered by the product control supervieors

2 ranefar oozrRooord

a Daily Oeratin Summary

(1) Prpone of Snay

To provide information oonoerriLng storage chamber
we ightp roe sure—temperature relat onchips and material
transfers in and out of’ storage oambers used in keeping
material balances on the plants

(2) Procedure

(a) perating Summary

Required in the “operating sunary” section of
the report is a set of readings, taken at the begirming
end end of’ each eight hour shift, of’ steam pressure,
material pressure and storage ohfcmber weights. A
fourth eolunm is provided in * ioh the difference
between the initial weight and final weight is recorded,
th the proper sii to show a increase or a deorease.
To the right of this ooli.mm a space is provided in

the reason for the change in storage ohaer
weirht should be noted. If it is “normal” in view
of product rnoval and operating conditions on the rack
this oan be so indicated. If weight differeno exist
which are not explainable in this y the operator
should inform his foreman of’ the difference and try
to account for it In some ways.
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In addition, on the right edge of the sheet a column
is provided for readingo every four hours on condensate
temperatures on each of the drain lines fn the 100.)pound
steam traps on the storage chambers. These temperature
readings provide a chock against bad traps or on by..
pass valves ‘which can result in serious loss of steam.
High tperature readings should be the sial for a
check—up on traps and by—passes.

(b) Transfer Summary

In the transfer summary section of this report all
material transfer should be reported. ThfLs included
all transfers of new material into storage chambers, and
all transfers of depleted material out of them. Exact
information as to weights involved and se:ial numb’rs
ad storage chamber numbers of the cylinders used is
rEquired in every case. The operator who completes a
transfer is responsible for seeing that i is entered on
the shoot.

b Transfer Room Charts

These large charts are used as a half—hourly cheek of operating
conditions in *.e transfer rooms. They are primarily for the use
of the tran.fer room crew, but are collected and inspected
periodically. It is particularly important that transfer room tenrealize that the steam pressure— material pressure— scale weight
relationship provides a cross check on any one of the factors in-.
volved. For instance, it is possible to obtain a fairly accurate
weight if the steam pressure and material pressure are o’wn—-.
likewise only one material pressure corresponds to i given storage
chamber weight and steam presure By using 1ia relationship
the accuracy of all the measuring instruments in the transfer room
can be checked, and inaccurate gauges of faulty soaas u*y be
discovered end corrected.

o. Material Transfer Work Sheets

These forms provide a way of keeping working information on
material trnsfera, and are for the use of the transfer room
crews, Readings should be taken every fifteen minutes during
the progress of the transfer in order to keep a careful check
of material passing over. After transfer has been oczpleted and
the sheets are used they should be filed in manila folders in
the control roan files for io as a chock by foremen and transfer
room !aen.
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$ o3oos

a Rack

These log books are int adod for ue as suppleme:ts to the
other rack records. Any esEantial data for operations should be
ioIudcd on the performance records but all supplemental
inforttion a3 to toohniquo employed or sugeotions for further
rk should be included in ãetail in this bok Some of the
hocks lso inelude ooluixn records, maintenance records, material
balarioo oi the trrfer tanks and any other information which
the ch:ef raik foreman desires, These books are essential
for inornetion to be passed from one shift to another and are
not cos1derad as having any formal value ooept in the
coordination of the work being done on a given rack Make
certain that all statements made in the book are signed by the
one making the statement or the person giving the order0

b nsferacoraLo Books

Thso lo books are also primarily intended for the
iriformtion nd correlation of work being done in the transfer
rooms, They usuafly contain information roarding the weights
of tra ferrd material including starting and fina3 weights by
Sh$.ftBG They may contain information about maintence work
hioh is needed or done or other pertinent facts about the
operation of t1 transfer room. fore, as in tha ot1’er log book
should likewise he a iied statement as to what hs been done
on each shift. Proper headings, including the date shif% crow,
rack for nsxi. eto., should be used for each shift’a entry in
the book

e SuTerintindents and Assistants Loi Books
-—

These ar’ uumrizin books of the oporatico on a given
shift. They include data and information on the plnt as a
whole as for example, the state of the steam sup’ly, or the
order of racrs starting up and shutting doin This more or
leas suxtiar•:os th information carried on the wail chart for a
given shift oncerning circulation, milking and gencral plant
or secticn performance0

4 Sumy

In rererl, ho system for keeping operational reoorde may
be aumnari;ed as falling into four main parts.
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Qirouit and reok condition information is kept on the master
rack charts. Daily performance information is obtained from two
sources, the periormanoe record referring to rack eration, and
the transfer roan operatingswwary referring to transfer i’oom
infonnation. Deailed information for the transmittal, of
specific information from one crew to the next is provided by
the lo books ill are necessary to obtain a complete poure of
plant performano, and every effort should be made to make l1
necessary entriet, and make them ootnplete and correct,



Section G. flant mergenoy Inetruction

1. Qonrol Devices.

a. Temverature Centrouer.

The various ganges and control devices located in the control
room are summarized in Section C, 1ar$ l0 Aiiother very Important
device which is essential to the operation of the rack and which is
very indicative at the way in which the rack is operating is the
ws.tex temperatore recorder located on the mezzanine level outside the
transfer room. This Is adua3. purpose instrument In that it not only
records the temerature of the water going into the rack and the
temperature of the water going out of the rack but also is fitted
with a controller device which operates the make-.up water valve to
allow more water to enter if the temperature rises and shuts off the
water if the temperatures lowers. This gives important information
as regards the conditions in the rack. There should be about 10
degrees . difference betwen the in going and outgoing water, If
there is appreciably more than that then there is probably pitching
in the columns. The device is also a good indicator as to other
conditions that may be existing on the rack. The exact use that oan
be made of the instrument is given In the next part of this section,

b. easate level control.

This 2,s a. device located on the bottom of the rack which
while not in the province of the Operations Department to a45ust
or to control should be made familiar to every operator. h’iinarily
consisting of a sight glass and air controlled valve the device
maintains the proper level of condensate in the rack in order to
keep constant steam conditions l.a the rack. The quality of the
steam and the nature of the steam conditions in the rack markedly
affect the temperature of the hot wall in the column so it I s very
important to have the proper control on this factor. It is not
particularly significant exactly where the condensate level is kept
but the level should remain as constant as it is possible for it to
be.

lertioular oars should be exercised if the condensate level
control should cease to operate pro;ely and allow the condensate
to build up in the rack. This in itself t of particular import...
ance but it I. very important that the water level be lowered very
slowly. When the water lev.l rose, the columns cooled off to some
extent and. pulled materiel over from the tank. When the water level
drops the material must of course be returned to the tank, This muat
be done through the conduits so if the lines are not large enough
to acoomodate the effluz of material, the pressure will rise quite
abnormally. The operator should watch the material pressure gauges
closely wbefl the condensate level is being controlled by hand or when
the Instrument Department is adjusting the controller.
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c Steam Flowmeter.

L’iis devce has been installed on several of the racks andprobably will be installed throughout the plant. It is a triplemarking recorder keeping a record of steam flow in poun6s per hour,steam temçerature and atem ressure. this i s located on top of therack and the operators should be instructed whit the values shouldbe and to report any abnormslites

2. qsekfie4 Accordinto Iyve of ?ailure

a rial Blopff.. Stress findiz correct location of le;.

(i) kl1i B1otnQnt of olulia_Tit

(a) Attempt to isolate column by turning on interoolumnconneotor free:...’ff water on both top and. bottomof rack (so. Note 1),

(b) i1rn on Duct Ian (see Note 2).

() If the flowing water has not succeeded in freezingoff the tat ercoluma connectors adjacent to thecolumns with the break (see Note 3), attemt tofreeze off the intercolumn connectors with dry ice

Cd) Try to stop or retard flow using Bobertea WoodenBlock, Tik; emergency plug or dry ice block.

(.) Try to freese off Ut with ry ice. (,e note )
(t) Try to cap off with Lunkenheimex’ cap.

(g) a blowout of an intercolumn oonnector, try toretard flow by pinching the link Line tmedtatelyback of the Lunkenheimer with a. pair of pliers(seeNote ). After flow xetar6.ed attempt to
fresco ff with dry ice and cap off.

(h) ‘or a bad leak around a liunkenhetmer connection
wbtoh osanot be stopped by Ughtening the connection
or by freeslag off with dry ice: a wet rag placed
arouid the Lnnkenhetzaer may sometimes atop the flow
by formation of solid bydrolised matsr$.el.

Ci) If the above methods have not stopped the flow
within a minute or two, turn the steam off the
o01u4n closing both top steam vaire and bottom
condensate valve on the columns.



avery effort should be made to avoid an acc)dent like a material
break by always having at least one person is a helper to hol a
the dry ice and by freezing off according to the approved methods
described in te 4.

(2) Link

(a) ra ou water on intercolumn conectors, freeze off coUs,
and. storage tank tit..

(b) !-irn on duct fan.

(c) linch off link line with pliers 30 as to retard flow.

(d) Attempt to freeze off link line.

(3) Transfer Room Break

(a) Close duct door.

(i,) Turn on duct fan and. open damper (poll chain),

(c) Turn on scale lank lit freeze—ort vater,

(a) Turn on wall fan.

(e) Turn off hi pressure steam.

(f) hood tank Jacket with water.

(g) Preese off rack.

b. Low iressure Air lai]ure

(i) l)tOme

(a) Drop in circulating water temp erattire.

(b) Increase in overboard water flow ea indicated on chart
In Control a00,

(c) 7low of water over roof,

2) agren rooedure

(a) If the air failure is noted before the water temperature has
fallen below 1300P., operate the gate valve by ha as
directed by overboard water chart in Control oom mtil air
pressure is restored and automatic flow regulation is
established,



(b) It the temj:erature has d.roped below 13D°T,, the columns
in the rack have probably cooled off to the point where
th.y have gained material, I this ease the temperature
of the circulating water nist be brought back slowly and
carefully to it. normal operating this should be
done by lowering the temieature control es far as ii will
go and then grattiafly raising it.

, Ei r.ssuz’e Ah lal.lur.

(1) !x.t2!.
(c) Pall in air pressure gauges on stea board in Transfer

(b) Tall in steen pressure on Scale ?aa*:s,

(c) Tall in material pre.sur In Soale Tanks and on rack..

(d) itchtng on racks,

(e) G5j in weights of Scala Tanks,

(2) berKema 1TOo.d1•

(a) lz’.ese..off racks at (reese-off coils.

Ce) freeze.oft Scale Tank tits,

(3) Alt.rmatI.v.Prooedure for O.rst2os (‘. b. 61
(a) Close va3v.s os both aides of Toster Rductng Valve.

Ce) Close valve leading from byess to Poster valve bonnet
so that one side of the Poster reducing valve diaphragm
will not hav, a thousand pound steam pressure on one side
of it eM no air pressure on the other side.

(o) Open valve liading to stea pressure gauge.

(a) uttouely open by—pass and adjust until stein pressure
at correct yams.

d. Ri Ir.ssurs Steen lailnra

(1) hKP.12JaL.

(a) Loss in wetSht of storag. tanks.

Ce) Drop in material pressure on racks.

Drop in )mi eratur. of circulatIng water

(a) Drop inreadin- pressure gauges at top

G J
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of reek in case these gauges xlst there.

Ce) High prssure Steans in transfer and control rooms
mar also 6ro; in case of a ganeral steam failure,

29 berianor lrocadure

(a) Tress. off racks aU along bolt.. sad lop

(b) Press, off sad coils.

Ce) Jr..se off lila on store€e tank,

• gpslatin Water Tailura

(a) Stoppage of circulating waler s.

(b) Lise in temperature of circulating water.

(a) Slight rise In material 1re.s5r..

2. arrsa rooedur.

(a) frees. off bolt.. and. to, of rack and at and coils

(b) Turn oft high pressure steam.

Cc) Amoth., red is to connect in another water circulating

Iotes

1. ‘ing correct operation of a rack the freesa.off water should alvars
be flowing either acrSs the 1; or bottom of a rack. ano., 1* case
at a blowoff it should be necessary to turn on only the water circuits
on either the top or the botto, which are not already

2. Ifilisinad,isabletolear.th.soeaeofthebr.ik, of if th.brsak
can iedial.1y be slopped using eae of She special lugging gadgets
it would be batter to har, another persoa if a ar available, turn
on the duet fan. Usfly when a break ocs, the clo’4 of smoke
quidc1 attracts to the so.. of the accident a momber of operators
who are *114005 to he1.



3. 5oistines the flow of the escaping process fluid is so rapid that it
cannot be cooled down quickly miough to solidity’, The intercolunn connectors
should be f.lt with the fingers in order to see whether the process fluid
has been frozen off or not. Zn fact it ii always advisable to feel with the
finger my link line, iatercol connectors or iii that 1. thought to be
frozen off before assuming that the “ocess fluid really has solidified.

, There is a special tohnique for freezing 0ff lift with dry ice, both
in th. case of normal operation with as flow and inthe ease of rapid flow
resulting from a material break. 7cr a normal fre.z..off operation, hold
with gloves on a piece of dry ice firmly against the iii about two inches
from the unksnheia.r connection. Peel the and of the tit with the finger
and as the nickel becomes cool slowly move the dry ice toward lb. coluen
until its tar end rests against the column. Zn this way a material plug of
the longes$ possible length can be prepered, a plug which will never blow
out if the dry ice ii always held firmly on the tit against the column

5, Many opar3ore carry with thea large pliers with part of the wire
cutting edges purposely drilled so that the edges will pinch a link line
together, but not cut throui the link line,

6. It is sot recommended that Scale Tajks be operated on the br-p.ss except
in cases where the valv. systea Is such that the steam connection to the
Poster valve bonnet can be closed while at the same time kept open to the
steam pressure gauge on lb. Transfer Boom control boer&



3, zerK.nci Classified rnto S’mt4oms

Drop in Circujatiyg Wat’
Temperature (Control R05
uzser).

High pressure steam
failurs.

Check air supply gauge 0!
circulating water meter.

Check steam gauge on
control room board,

Rise in circulating water
temperature (Conto1 Boom
Buzzer).

litching on rack, CheCk racks for pitching
Stop as soon as possible

Drop in high pressure air
gauge.

iumps stepped

General lower Pailure

Check lights on pump
control boards.

Check other pumps

Broken diaphragm on lester Cheok all laster Tiv
Valve, bowls for leaks.

Drop 4n Transfer Room
steam gauge

Transfer Room header off Cheek in other Transfer
Rooms and 0ontrol Room
high pressure steam gug
to see uhether steam
failure is general or
limited.

Drop in Control Boom high
pressure steam gauges

Overboard waist Increase
(water over roof).

General Steam lailure.

litching on rack.

0heek other gauges and
with atem departments.

0heck for pitching.

Low pressure air fail..
nrc,

Check air supp].- gauge
on circulating water met

waler dcreases Puap failure Check circulating water
temperature and. pumps.

Drop in low1r•ssure air
(Cottol room buzzer).

Compressor air failure Check other rack air
gauges0

Stoppage of air supply
to one reek

Check valves to corres..
ponding rack

. What to Chedctoljnd

limptoms ossIb2e Cause Chits. of Difficulty

Low Iressure Air lailure

Compressor failure Cheek comreesor

(continued en next
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/
Gain in weight on Seals
Tank,

Loss in weight on Scale
Tark.

Issibip Cause

High pressure air failure

Leek on rack.

Whatto Check áiizid

- Cae of Difficulty

Chk high p?essnre air
gange on Transfer Room
beaM,

Cheek for external leaks,
Cheek internal leeks by
freezing off circuits and
dalerstining if loss eoatinu

Loss in weight on Scale
Tank Paflure of Poster valve. Check gauges on air and

steam lines

Check gaugesIncrease in material ‘Creeping5 of Foster
pressure. valves,

Failure of lester Check air and stezm gaugee,
valves,

Decrease in material Le.k* in syctern. Freeze off and cheek for
pressure. leaks.

Steam failure Cheek steam gauges,

High pressure air failure Check air gauges.

C S C C C

Control Room busaer signal C the Technical $uperintendent or his Assistant must
be notified after silencing the busser, but before
the drop is replaced.

Rack buzzer panel

1 Three jaase power failure. Chedc solenoids for frees. off meter

2. lower miiifold pressure 1,w. Cheek pwnps,

3, Top manifold above 175°? Check circulating water controller,

4 • Lowe? manifold bolov temperature. Check circulating water controller,

5, korge air pressure below 7O# Cheek for low pressure air failure.
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Whit to zok to lied

___p

Center buseer panel

1. Make-up water pressure low w with steen dartn,nt.

2, Jr.ze Off VatZ low sck toj header for supply.

3. )roo.ss St.* failurs. isck with st.m departuent

4. trnctions for vlOTU oosed to Matazial

Material can irritate the ayes, th. bronchial tubes and lungs and to less
extent the skin. Rowever, if the instruction, given below are foliowed you
utU not be injured by contact with the material.

a.

_______

(i) If you hav bøn working in an area in which material ha. leaked but
have no pain and do not feel. ill, no treatment is required.

(2) If you get enough material on your clothing that your clothing looks
dusty, you will take a shover immediately and changs to a clean suit of coverall.

b .&_Aa.1r1v

Ci) If material gets in your es and your ayes pain, go to the nearest aye
basin, immerse your face, and bUnk your eyes repeatedly under water. Coat inns
washing your eyes in this way for one minute,

(2) Aft.r you finish washing the eyes report to the nurse at once.

(3) If the pain i. relieved by the washing, report to the nurse when
oenient, in no instance later than the end of th. shift,

(4) If th pain i relieved by washing, but coves ba later, report to
the nurse when convenient.

(5) THE MOST I)uORTAWP SINGLE FACTOR IN REVETXNG INJURY TO THE EYES
IS TO FWSR THEM OUT IMMEDIATELY WITh WATi,

c. Burns qt th. sk5

(1) If the nterial gets on your skin but no pain is felt wash your skin
with plain cool water (do not use soap) at your convenience. Washing is to be
continued for one slants, Reporting to the nurse ii not required.

(2) If material gets on the skin and the skin hurts, either at the t isie
the material got on or later, flush or soak the pafiful area in cool water for
five minutes and report

eontinued on next tene)



(3) If materiel gets on the akin, and pain develo;. after you leave work,
coak the ainful area in cool water for two hours If the ain has been
relieved by soaking, report to the nurse at the start of yoir next shift0

d0 Ithalad Xe.tsrial

Ci) If you happen to breathe material but have no pain afterward rEport
to the nurse when convenient, but in no case later then the end of the •hift

(a) If you happen to breathe material anti afterward have pain in the nose
and throat, pain in the chest, coubing, shortness of breath, retching or
vomiting report to the nurse at once.

G .
*



PROCEDURE

1. Qonditiag Procedures

A stated in the section on physical properties one of themost lirportent aspects of the plan4: operation is that of preparingequipment for use in the plent. It at be entirely free from aflwater, organic materials, dust and anything with which the matarialmight react. The Materials Seotion is primarily interested in twophases of this problem. One is to condition the equipment for use inthe plant and the other is to empty the product or depleted materialand recondition the equipment so it can be used again.

a. Conditioning Nickel Tubing

() Tubing is first dogresed by running carbon tetraohlorIdethrough it.

(2) The tubing is then blomi dry with oonressed dry nitrogen0

(3) The next step is to heat the line while evacuating todrive oft all the moisture. The tubing is capped off atone end and the other is attached to the conditioningmanifold. The evacuation is then started k1ng certainthat all of the joints are tight. Ie tubing is thenheated from the capped end toward tho manifold untilthe entire tube has been heated and is dry.

(4) Shut off the valve to the vacuum pump.

(5) Allow fresh air to pass into the tube while still undervacuum0 lake certain, however, that none of the freshair is allowed to pass Into the vacuum pump line as it isvery reactive with the oil in the pump and will easily ruina pump if the slightest trace is allowed to enter the pwnpo

(6) Turn the fresh air off and bleed the conditioned manifolddown to zero gauge pressure.

(7) Detach the tubing from manifold und oap-”tw and beingcareful not to screw the cap any tighter than necessaryto obtain a good seal, This avoids mieshaping the ferruleon the tubing.

The tubing has then been dogroased, bloim dry, evacuated,heated dry und charged with fresh air and is then ready foruse with process material.

b0 Reconditioning Equipment

Used tubinc-, and equipment containing process material canbe reoonditioried in two ways:
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(1) Rapid Reoonditionin Method

For immediate reconditioning small equipment is flamed
out in a hood. This is done by starting at one open end
and heating with a burner and driving out the process
material. This is always done by heating from the open
end to the closed end radually.

After the tube is empty, blow out with dry nitrogen.
Connact tubing to a source of fresh air and run the
fresh air through the tube. The tube is then capped
off on both ends and the tube is ready for use. The
method is only used in an emergency when tubing is
needed for imnedlate use.

(2) Standard Reconditioning Procedure

The method used wherever time will pernit is to uncap
both ends and inmierse the whole tubing in the ho water
cleaning bath. The heat of the bath will drive off all
material which will be dissolved in the water. The tubing
will be washed clean without any trace of material being
left. Circulating water In the bath has been found to
give the best results. The method is very rapid. arid
tubing shoull not be kept in the bath any longer than
necessary. The tubing is then treated as new and is
conditioned in the same manner as other new tubing0

e. Conditionig Gauges

The procedures for conditioning gauges has been some—
what inadequate in the ast. A great deal of shecidy work
has been carried on beoaase of lack of material and lack of
time todo proper work. It cannot be emphasized too greatly
that time saved by improper conditioning is a false economy.
The gauges particularly must be conditioned exactly ês out
lined below since it is essential that the exact conditions
of pressure on the rack and in the transfer tanks must be
la.ioim at all times.

(1) Conditionin New Gauges

(a) Remove the cap nut on the end of the Bourdon tube0
It is a soft solder and can be done satisfactorily
without harming the gauge0



(b) Fill a pressure tank with carbon tetrachioride
and force a stream of solvent through the Bowdon
tube allowing the solvent to pass through until
the solvent is olear

(a) Dry by passn corpresed air through the tue,

(d) Pass a stream of fresh air through the tube0

(a) Roplaoe the nut on the end of the tube.

(f) Attach the gauge to the vacuum pun, while heating
gently and pass in fresh air again.

(g) Reassemble the gauge and calibrate with nitror-en;
leave cappod with nitrogen.

Recondit ion ing Gauges

(a) Dismantle gauge keeping indicator mechanism with the
tube. It the gauge is not numbered, it should be
nizabored and a file card should be made out for it
in order to keep an accurate record of each gauge.

(1,) Place tube in oil bath and drive off all of the
naterisl0

(o) If the material is driven out completely the gauge
may be fresh aired assembled and put baok into service,
If the material is not driven out oompletely then the
gauge must be dismantled still further by taking the
Bourdon tube out of the socket.

(d) The purged materiel should then be drilled out if
possible. This troatmt is necessary particularly
when organic material s been left in the tube0
In very difficult eases soaking for some time in
anmxnium oxalate solution will help to loosen up
the material. If the material does not come out
after rigorous treatment the plugged a rt of the
gauge must be discarded0 After the tube has been
cleaned out the cap nut should be removed if it has
not already been detached and water passed through
until the water is clear.

(a) Put the tube inside the gauge ease and attach a 10”
juter which has been degreased.

(f) Have the tube arid jwrçer heated while passing nitrogen
through the tube. Be careful to heat the tube only
in the center and not a vigorous heating at any time.
Do not apply heat to the ends of the tube where they
have been soldered0
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(g) Assemble the gauge and calibrate with nit’oen.

(h) After the gauge has been oalibrated record on its
filing card the date, and process used in oonditioning
and the nams of the person handling the gauge0

(i) Evacuate the gauge and charge with either nitrogen
r fresh air. Cap off and the gauge is conditioned
ready !or Operation to use.

3 Plugged Gauges

)(a) P1ued tit

1. Place a 1gth of steel welding rod into the
electric drill and bore out the material.

2 If a hand plug is not removed by the above
operation or if one forms st the weld, the tit
must be out off back of the weld and drilled
out with the welding rod as drill,

3. If the gauge has a ii io1l tubing ins ide
the bit joining it to the gauge, this should
be removed by melting the silver solder0

4. Cozterbore the stem with a 5/l6’ drill before
ilver soldering.

(b) Plugged tube

A tube which cannot be cleaned of material is
usuafly plugged where it joins the wbem.

1. Heat the nut on tho end of the tube with a
Llama, Do not apply ‘the burner to the tube
but only to the nut. Care is essential in this
operation.

2. Heat the stem and fuse the solder at that seal
and isorew the tube. D0 not apply heat to the
tube. Tapping the tube is more effective in
breaking it loose than is applying pressure.

3 Clean the tube in hot water removing all traces
of material.

4. Clean the stem in hot water making sure aU
material is cleaned from passages.

5. Buff’ all surfaces which are to be soldered
with a wire brush.



6 Assemble. the tube into the stem. The tube
must fit tightly; if not the tube is probablynot in the exact position.

7. Screw the cap nut on following the sameinstructions as for the socket.

8. The tube should then be soft soldered and testedunder nitroren pressure.

9. The gauge is then assembled, calibrated andconditioned for use in the plant with evaowAtion,gentle heatin,, and fresh air.

2 Material Transfer

General Instructions

Mat’rial comes in from the plant in quantities from 1ounoe to 70 pounds. All this material must be transferred intosuitable oontainors for shipmt or storage. The container intowhich material is being transferred will always be kept cold.with either circulating water or dry ice. The container fromwhich the material is being transferred will be preheated untilit reaches the liquid stage. In all cases, material transfer wil].be carried out by pouring the liquid material which rrans thatthe container being emptied will siways be held above thereceiving container0

A. EnØyix,g Capsules

After making sure that all fittings are tiit, place thecapsule in a hot water bath for prahoating. Indication thatthe liquid stage has been reuched will be found by ipping thecapsule from one side to the other and feeling the liquidmoving inside the capsule. Freezing off the stem at leasttwo inches in back of the fitting, remove the rig)t anglecap and attach to the short female jumper on the receivingcontainer0

Shipping containers are kept in a pot of dry ice slushwhich is a mixture of dry ice and carbon tetrachlorid.e.

Larger containers cooled with oii’oulating water, Warmthe valve on the container with a burner and then open it6Prooeediug.from the valve, heat the material lines to the endof the capsule0 After the initial heating it should not benecessary to continue heating and precautions should be takennot to heat the alve or jumper too liOta
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• Material will flow as a liquid and once the flow has
started, fl tiat needs to be added is enoui to make
up for the loss by radiation and loss by the material
flow through the system0 This heat loss due to material
flow lowers the temperature and is the indication that
material is being transferred.

The tins required for transfer varies, of course, with
the weight and amoizt of preheating0 Onoe material flow is
started, an average of a poud a minute will be approximately
the transfer rate0 An experienced transfer man will be able
to bell by the sound of the capsule ‘when it is rapped
approximately how much material has flowed out and how rm.ioh
is left behind. When the capsule is empty, the valve is
closed and the capsule stem is frozen off0 Disconnect the
capsule and replace the plug after the usual precautions
have been taken0

B0 Erty3xig Large Containera

Containers containing from 40 to 70 pounds of material
are preheated in a water bath or if they have steam jackets
are placed on steam for two hours or more Connections 2s
mate between valves of two cxntainers with a lare diameter
line usually ranging in diameter from 1/4” to /8”.
Hoisting the preheated container over the large coole1
container, connect the valves. Warm both valves and the
connecting line with a burner and then open the valves. The
receiving container should be pisedon scales so that the
amount of material flowing over may be nsasured and so that
it will 1e evident when the container is eiity. The rate of
material transfer will be very larga and in most oases will
approach 10 pounds per minute0

8 Records Systems

Several types of records are kept in a routine fashion in
the Materials Sections. These records are extremely inportant
both from a production standpoint to tell the status of material
which Is being taken from the rack or being shipped, and from a
control standpoint to tell what the condition of the plant
equiprsnt is. Great care should be taken to be extremely accurate
and punctual in the keeping of all records in this Section0



a. Sample Records

1. !ateria1 Sanle 1{eoord

Al]. samples taken from capsules in the shopor taken from the plant will be recorded on thisform. The assay ooluzmi is for the foreman’s usaonly. AU data on this form will be recorded onthe sample card. All samples on this form will besent to Laboratory No. 1.

2. Shipment San,le Records

AU samples taken from iipping containers willbe recorded on this form. AU data on this form willbe recorded on the sample card with the word Shipzxntwritten in. Depleted material samples, will also berecorded on this form with the serial number of thedepleted tank recorded mder the Container No, heading0

3. Rack Saixple Reoords

All samples taken in the plant from the rackswill be recorded on this form. All special sampleswill be recorded hero also.

Each shift clerk will hand tho sample recordforn into the ofLice along with the material re—moval reoord, If at the end of the shift allsamples ordered are not returuod, the foremanshould leave the sample record for the next shiftto coilete. This sI,uld apply only to racksample records.

b. Material Iemoval Rseord

(1) Vlrite clearly the net weight of material from eachcapsule for rack and circuit. Do Not write theletters desiiating .poizds and ooos but merelyseparate poimds from oimces by a dash. For example,75 potzids and 15 azoes is written as, 75l5

(2) Below the net weight write in the capsule nuxither,

(3) Opposite the net weight, indicate the number ofmilkinga that went into the No. 120 capsule. This
information will be obtained from the ta on thecapsule put there by the capsule changer.
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(4) Enter net weights of salvage iraterial under
salvage heading0

(5) Obtain from the £orn the net weights, and rack
and circuit nwibers, for bolowiopar nteial and
enter on a regular n*terial removal reoor40 !his
record will be kept for twenty.mfour hours of each
day and handed in at the end of each dayo

o ipmsnt Reoca’ds

(1) Rack Equipment

Operations personnel will sign out for all rack
equipment in the log book provided0

(2) Capsules

Operations personnel will sign out capsules by
number in the rack equipment log book.

(3) Gauges

Records clerk will ei gauges out to operations
personnel in the gauge log book, Instructions in
the front of the book will be followed.



eotion I. Srity

RULFS i’OE SNCtJRfl’Y

TOUR part in protecting this vital ar job is iiportant0 TOUR L
employee on a project dedicated to helping smash the er will he a potenilL
source of information for high3y trained enemy agents0 YOUR a an employte
on the jobs will be in the best position to detect pea’sons atte2npting sabotau.
YOUR aa an employee-s can beat report persons who need special 8ecurty instr
Uon in ordar to prevent them from thoughtlessly helping our enemie50 The
orgaxiiied security protection system can furnish armed guards az4 strong
fences, but the real protection of this project is based on the oSsi7e
full—time cooperation of YOU and other loyal american ezloyeets

It is important that you know and prative te tollowig rules for
necur:t.cy

l irotect all :proiect equipment11 facilities material and informatioz

2c Wear idenUfication badge in plain sWit0

3 Spike rxmore and gossip about the job. Rumors can slow-up trgentl
needed war work. your part in discouraging “wild. talk”. !ts a dnty-

1. Ask yourself “Is it necessary and authorizedV b€fore you write
or talk about the job0

5. snow your own jobs If it is not necessarr in doiflg your job
then forget it. Curiosity can be dangerous and selfish8 Reisember we are at

6. Report any unauthori:ed persons in your section.

7, Report any emplo’eee who seek to know about your work without
specific authority to have such infrmation.

5, Report pereon who shirk their security d.uy. You ma,’r help them
help the enemy if you do& t report them.

1. Refrain from givir information about the ;j€ct. work to your
family and close friends.

2. Avoid discussing project work with other project miployees even
though ths are from your section.

3. BR ON GUARD when in lYtlSSSq trains, *res social atherings,
e.r with the neighbors. protect project —fórmationat U tires. It’s
your dnty!

I



14 Beware o± writing bits of informaticn abzt the project in
may be quilty in aiding the eneiiy by et,,ing 0bits of informatto&

5 ThINK OF SGtJRtT! AT ALL 1IS Oir ftiting men r4
treacIerous enemies knov tMs i o a hour a day war Our duty to protect this
war job is tmportant

IARNI piG:

The Clinton ngneer Works is a restricted military area and all
laws overziing such &reaa apily hereiri Severe enalttes e provided by
laws enacted to protect oui nation against espionage and sabotage activib0
These laws iaoludo jinalttes for ,eraons sidtng or assisting in such activity
againt our coutry while we are at ware

letters.
loose.

—J,



Prince, Rp (PPX)

From: Ridge, Ashley M (AR4)
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2009 1:42 PM
To: Prince, Rp (PPX)
Cc: Melton, Tish D. (LCE)
Subject: RE: Request for OSTI

Ok RP I promise this will be the last one.

5-50 - Manual of Operations for the 5-50 Plant - 6/13/1988 - farnett F. bodge, Technical birector,
Fercleve Corporation

I greatly appreciate all your help!

Thanks,

Ashley Ridge
bocument Coordinator
K-1007 RM-1118 M5-7243
(865) 574-6764

From: Prince, Rp (PPX)
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2009 1:00 PM
To: Ridge, Ashley M (AR4)
Cc: Melton, Tish D. (LCE)
Subject: RE: Request for OSTI

Ashley,

Thank you for the referrals. We will look for the listed reports and write back with search results.

R.P.

From: Ridge, Ashley M (AR4)
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2009 12:55 PM
To: Prince, Rp (PPX)
Cc: Melton, Tish D. (LCE)
Subject: Request for OSTI

I have a few more that I need for OSTI.

1, Un-numbered- October 1996 - Site 16 K-725 Beryllium Building for Historical Information See
K/H5-148 - A. Milton Stanley

1




